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Chapter7
Neuroscience
: Brain and Cognition

7.1 Introductionto the Studyof the NervousSystem
In the previous chapterswe have taken a computationalapproachto cognition, analyzing
information processes as computations over abstractly defined representations
.
Although humanand animal cognition is physically realizedin the nervous system, the
computational level of analysis has allowed us to study cognition without paying
much attention to its physical implementation. In this chapter we introduce neuroscience
es the levels of analysisthat are required for the study
, the field that encompass
of physical processes and structuresin the nervous system. There are severalreasons
to extend our study of cognition to include its biological underpinnings.
First, the question of how nervous systemsachievethe kinds of complex information
processing that we have been studying is intrinsically fascinating. Questions
about how to complete the chain of scientific understandingfrom mind to brain, from
thought to neuron to molecule and perhapson to subatomic particle, are among the
most interesting in science.
Second, researchon the nervous systemcan help test someof the theories that have
been developed in cognitive psychology and linguistics. We saw in chapter 2, for
example, how the discovery that visual areas of the brain are differentially active
during imagery is an important piece of evidence for the existence of a spatially
organized buffer for visual imagery.
Third , as we saw in our study of connectionism, the potential importanceof neuroscience
to cognitive sciencegoes beyond the likelihood that neuroscienceis a source
of evidence for autonomously developed computational theories. The information
processes that a system is capableof carrying out efficiently are strongly constrained
by its computational architecture. The capabilitiesof an architecturearise directly out
of its physical structure. Thus, knowledge about fundamental principles of structure
and processin the nervous system should be able to contribute to the initial construction
of a theory of cognitive architecture. Ideally, a theory of the architecturewould
be the joint product of findings at the computational and biological levels of analysis.
Connectionist researchershave reachedfor this ideal by trying to build principles of
neural computation into their conceptionsof cognitive architecture. There is considerable
controversy about whether the principles that have been suggestedare the right
ones and even whether the whole enterpriseis premature, given our primitive understanding
of neural computation, but the vision cannot be faulted. In order to convey a
senseof what is known in neuroscienceand how it relatesto analysisat the cognitive
level, this chapter covers quite a bit of territory . Some of what is presented falls
into the area that has come to be called cognitiveneuroscience
, the active intersection
between the two fields. Other material is currently rather remote from the central
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concernsof cognitive science,but could becomemore important as researchadvances.
, ready to establish
The cognitive scientist should be conversant with neuroscience
new connectionswhen they becomepossible.
A fourth reasonfor linking the study of cognitive scienceand neuroscienceis that
the understanding of the relationship between the physical structure of the nervous
system and its information-processingcapacitieshas many potential practical applications
. Increasedunderstandingof the biological substratesof cognition will contribute
to the development of better physical and behavioral treatments for damage to the
nervous system causedby accident or disease. More generally, such knowledge will
aid in the design of learning environmentsthat are tuned to the physically determined
strengths of human information processingand will suggestnew ways in which computer
. Researchershave also
systemscan be used to compensatefor its weaknesses
hardwarethat exploits
with
of
new
to
envision
highly
parallel
types computers
begun
some of the design principles of the nervous system (Hecht-Nielsen 1990).
7.2 Organization of the Central Nervous System

: Levelsof Description
Introduction
The nervous system has been studied at many different levels. Neurobiology gives a
very different picture of what the brain is doing than psycholinguistics or neuropsycholo
. As Sejnowskiand Churchland (1989) have pointed out, thesedivisions of
study are somewhat arbitrary and serve the convenienceof scientistsand the techniques
that are used in their research. They describeseven different levels (see6gure
7.1), organized along a spatial scale. At the top of the scale are neural systems
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Scaleof sizeandunit of functionin the nervoussystem
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knowledge of neural processesat the molecularor synaptic level is much more detailed
is likely to restructure
than at the neural network and map levels. Future research
'
s
own states of internal
the
brain
about
more
these descriptive levels as we learn
representation.
BasicNeuroanatomy
The human nervous system is divided into central and peripheral systems. The central
nervoussystemis made up of the brain and spinal cord and can be thought of as the
control center for interpreting sensory input and directing our thoughts and actions.
The peripheralnervoussystemfunctions to carry information Horn the body and the
outside world to the central system and back. For understandingcognitive functions,
we are most interestedin a review of the central nervous system (CNS).
Neuroanatomy refers to the general structural organization of the brain and spinal
cord, including its major physical and functional divisions. Neuroanatomy is difficult to
learn becausenew brain structuresdeveloped on top of older ones during the course
of evolution, producing a highly complicatedorgan with many regions tightly packed
7.2
together and extremely complex interconnected pathways among them. Figure
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The diencephalon consists of three thalamic (inner chamber) structures and the
pituitary gland. The epithalamusis made up of the pineal body and other cell groups,
or nuclei, called the habenula. The hypothalamus is composedof over twenty small
nuclei. They are involved in nearly all aspectsof behavior, including regulatory functions
of sleep, appetite, reproductive cycles, and body temperature. Thesefunctions are
affected through the releaseof chemicalscalled hormones into the blood stream that
, made up of
are then transported to other tissuesin the body and brain. The thalamus
in
a cluster of smallernuclei, is located dorsally (on top ) and anterior ( front of ) to the
rest of the midbrain. The thalamusfunctions as part of the sensory relay system that
receivesinput from all sensoryorgans except the nose and relays these signalsto the
cortex. For example, the lateralgeniculatenucleus(LGN ) receivesinput from the eyes,
and the medialgeniculatenucleus(MGN ) receivesauditory projections.
The midbrain is organized into two sections that are physically divided by the
cerebralaqueduct. This narrow cavity is part of the ventricle systemin the brain, which
is filled with cerebrospinalfluid, cushioning the brain from shock and possibly playing
a role in filtering metabolic wastes. The area lying above the aqueduct is called the
tectum and primarily consistsof the superior and inferior colliculi, nuclei that receive
projections from visual and auditory organs, respectively. Below the aqueductis the
tegmentum, made up of sensory and motor fibers passingbetween the forebrain and
the peripheral nervous system, and a number of motor nuclei, such as the substanHa
'
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The forebrain is divided into four regions: the cerebral cortex, the limbic system,
olfactory bulbs, and basalganglia. Sometimesthe thalamusis placedwith the forebrain
group. The limbic (border) system is made up of severalstructures. The major nuclei
include the hippocampus(seahorse
), amygdala, septum (partition), mammillary bodies,
fornix , and cingulate (girdle) gyrus, which together surround and sheathethe brain
stem. These structures form connections with parts of the hypothalamus, thalamus,
and cortex through the cingulate gyrus. Becauseof their interconnecHons with the
olfactory bulbs they were once called the rhinencephalonand thought to analyze
for
olfactory information. More recently the hippocampushas received intense study
'
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The basal ganglia are formed from severallarge nuclei that surround the thalamus
and lie in the medial (middle) region below the cortex. These structures, including the
putamen(shell), the globus pallidus, and the caudate, have extensive connectionswith
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The mainpartsof the centralnervous system and cerebralcortex. (From Kandel 1991a.)

the cortex and thalamusas well as portions of the midbrain, such as the red nucleus
and substantia nigra. They playa significant role in the initiation and control of
movement.
CerebralCorlex Approximately 1.5- 3 mm thick, the cerebralcorlexconsists of four
to six layers of cells that are spread out over a large surface area of 100,000
200,000 mm2 (Cherniak 1990). As the cortex increasedin size during the course of
evolution, folds and wrinkles appeared, presumablyto allow more cortical tissue to At
into the skull without expandingthe sizeof the cranium. This folding processproduced
characteristicridges (calledgyri or lobules) and clefts (calledAssuresor sulci if shallow).
These ridges and clefts are not identical in any two individuals, but they are relatively
uniform and can be divided into four major regions (seeAgure 7.3). The occipital
lobesare located in the posterior (back) part of the cortex. They serve as the primary
sensory system for vision. The temporallobe, located lateral (to the side) and ventral
(below) to the prominent lateral or Sylvian fissure, serves at least three functions:
primary and secondaryprocessingof auditory information, long term storage of sensory
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(Andersen , Siegel, and Essick 1987 ). The postcentralgyrus of the parietal lobe contains
the somatosensorycortex, which is the primary sensory area for afferent (incoming )
signals &om the surface of the body , such as touch and pain .
The frontal lobe is composed of the cortical tissue that is anterior to the central
sulcus. The &ontallobe has a complex array of connedions with other cortical regions
and with subcortical structures . Until the 1930s the &ontal lobes were most often
described as the seat of human intelligence , including functions such as foresight ,
self-awareness, and ethical judgments . Today theories of &ontallobe function are more
complicated and include components of motor control ( both fine motor control and
visual
that involve tactile or
guidance ), speech production
complex limb movements
'
(associated with Broca s area), and higher mental fundions , such as planning or structuring
activities around a goal . The precentral gyrus of the &ontal lobe contains the
primary motor cortex, which sends efferent (outgoing ) signals to the spinal motor systems
, producing muscle movement .

ComparativeNeuroanatomy
The anatomy of the humanbrain is similar to that of the rat or monkey. Although early
neuroanatomistshoped to And types of neural cells that were unique to humans, this
has proved not to be the case. However, the human brain is different in other ways.
When the size of the human brain is compared with the brain size of other animals,
taking body weight into' account, humanshave the largest brains of all mammals six
'
a
as
as
times
almost
three
and
times as large as a cat s brain
chimpanzees
large
(dolphins rank a closesecondto humans) (Stephen, Bauchot, and Andy 1970). Humans
fare even better when the relative size of the cortex is used for comparison.
Compared with other primates, humansare born with a brain that is small relative
to its adult size. Macaque monkeys are born with brains that are 60 percent of their
adult weight . The proportions for chimpanzeesand humans are 46 percent and 25
percent, respectively. Theserelationshipsappearto be due to the rate of brain growth
that occurs after birth. During fetal development the brain grows at the samerate in
, and human. At birth the rates of brain growth slow down
, chimpanzee
macaque
, but humanbrainscontinue to grow at the rapid
markedly for macaqueand chimpanzee
.
more
two
fetal rate for about
years Apparently, the increasein the size of the human
brain was achievedevolutionarily by prolonging development after birth.
The significanceof the facts about brain size is in some dispute. Differencesin size
could be the result of more cells, more cell processes (such as the size of dendritic
branches or the number of axonal connections between neurons), or increasedcell
density. Using one method to estimate the density of cortical cells, Changeux (1985)
reported that cell density and the relative frequency of different types of cells for a
given cortical region are fairly constant acrossa number of speciesfrom mouse to
human. He suggested that the human advantage is in the sheer number of cells,
estimating humans to have from three to four times the number of cortical cells as
other primates. Using other methods, Passingham(1982) calculatedthat with larger
brain volume, human cortical cells are spacedfarther apart than the cells in the brains
of other primates. He suggestedthat in certain cortical areasthe humanbrain has more
connections per cell rather than more cells. The increasedvolume is not found in
primary sensory regions of the cortex, such as the occipital lobe or parts of the
temporal lobe, suggesting that the main evolutionary pressureon brain development
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in humans was to enlarge cortical areas involved in the cross-modal integration of
information , such as the parietal and frontal cortex .
The functional organization of the human brain also may be different from that of
the brains of other mammals. For example , Passingham ( 1982 ) has suggested that
because certain behavioral functions appear to be localized in one cortical hemisphere ,
such as language in the left hemisphere , humans may have a brain that can process
information more efficiently . We will return to this topic later in the chapter .

CellularSystems
Neurons The cells of the brain are generally divided into two categories: the nerve
cells or neuronsand others calledglial cells. Neurons are intensively studied becauseof
their unique computational properties. Although their biological processes are much
like those of other cells, neurons have the special ability to receive and transmit
information to other neurons, muscles, and glands, sometimesover great distances.
Most neuronssend signalsto many other neuronsand also receive signalsfrom many
other neurons.
Glial cells, which are much more numerousthan neurons, are not well understood,
but they are known to serve several functions. They are involved in the removal of
. Glial cells often absorb excess neurotransmitter
unnecessaryor excess substances
chemicalsat synapses(a processdescribedbelow) and have been observedto multiply
and remove cellular debris at sites of brain damage. In vertebrates(animalswith spinal
cords) glial cells provide two specialfunctions. They establishthe blood-brain barrier
to filter the blood supply to the brain and also form myelin on the axons of some
neurons(both functions are describedbelow in more detail).
The brain is the most metabolically active organ in the body, accounting for 15 to
20 percent of the body ' s oxygen utilization but only 2 percent of total body weight .
Neurons are always active and require a constant supply of energy in the form of
blood glucose to remain alive. As a neuron' s level of activity increases
, its need for
energy risesas well and glucoseis taken up more rapidly. Specialimaging techniques,
suchaspositronemissiontomography(PET), have been developed to provide pictures of
the brain by labeling glucosewith a radioactive isotope. The labeledglucoseis intravenously
injected and differentially absorbed by those regions of the brain that are
Once
metabolically most active during the time period when the isotope is still active.
'
the isotope has been absorbedinto the cells, it remains there, and the subjects brain
can be imaged without harmful effects. PET scansare one of the few procedures
availablethat can provide functional brain imagesin humans. This techniqueis particularly
useful for localizing behavioral functions to specific brain locations. It requires
finding a task that involves areasof the brain differentially and keeping a subjectat the
task for two minutes without distraction or interruption while the image is being
recorded.
If the supply of oxygenated blood to the brain is interrupted, through a heart attack
or stroke, for example, the loss of oxygen disrupts cell metabolismand neuronsbegin
to die within minutes. Becausethe genetic material in the somaof adult neuronscannot
initiate the processfor cell duplication (unlike glial cells), neuronscannot reproduceto
replacelost cells. Thus, any brain damagein adults is permanent. Neurons are vulnerable
in other ways as well. Their functioning can be disrupted by toxic substancesfrom
the environment or even by naturally occurring chemicalsin the bloodstreamsuch as
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amino acids. For protection , a blood -brain barrier has evolved that acts to selectively
'
filter the brain s blood supply . Glial cells, which have fatty membranes, tightly sheathe
most of the blood vessels in the brain . Small molecules , such as oxygen , can easily pass
through this membrane tissue, but larger ones, such as glucose , require special transport
mechanisms to get across the barrier . For a drug to directly affect brain function ,
its molecular structure must be small enough to fit through the glial membrane or be
soluble in the fatty tissue and so transportable across the membrane. In a few locations
in the brain the blood vessels are not wrapped inglial tissue, which allows these brain
regions to monitor the composition of the blood for substances such as hormones .
Although neurons vary consider ably in shape and size (see figure 7.4 ), they generally
have three major parts : the cell body or soma, the dendrites (Greek for tree ), and
the axon. The soma, whose diameter is usually smaller than so micrometers (one'
millionth of a meter ), contains the cell s nucleus and many other small structures (called
'
organelles ) that carry out processes necessary for the cell s health . Radiating out &om
the cell body are the dendrites and the axon . Each type of neuron has many dendritic
fibers , which form a characteristic shape that distinguish es it &om other types . For
example , the dendrites of the Purkinje cells in the cerebellum have a complex coral
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shape, whereasthe pyramidal cells in the cortex have dendrites that branch less frequently
and extend farther (figure 7.4). The dendritic tree of a single neuron receives
input from as many as several thousand other neurons through synaptic contacts
(which are describedbelow). Input is also received on the soma. In some types of
neuronsthe contact points along the dendrites bulge up, producing little knobs called
spines, which changein shapeand size with experience, serving to expand the surface
areaof contact.
Each neuron has only one axon, which has been estimated to make up to 4,000
contacts with the dendrites and somasof as many as 1,000 other neurons (Cherniak
1990; Shepherd1990b). The axon is connectedto the cell body or a large dendrite at
a junction called the axonhillock. Axons are constructedlike fine cylindrical tubes that
taper as the tube extendsfrom the soma. At the end of the axon, many small collateral
branches extend to makecontact with other neurons. As thesebranches end, the tissue
expandsinto a small bulb known as the axonterminal. Someaxons are quite short and
extend less than a millimeter, whereasothers axons, such as those that carry information
to or from the spinal cord, can be severalfeet long .
Neurons are electrically charged, somewhat like a battery, carrying a negative
charge inside relative to the outside of their cell membrane. In a resting state the
voltage difference or potential between the inside and outside of a neuron is about
- 70 millivolts . This
charge is due to an unequal distribution of charged particles,
called ions, between the inside and outside of the cell. Positively chargedions, suchas
sodium (Na+), are found in higher concentrationsoutside the cell, whereasnegatively
chargedions, such as cell proteins (P2 ), are more concentrated-inside the cell. Other
ions, such as potassium (K +), calcium (Ca2+), and chloride (CI ), are also unequally
distributed. This distribution is maintainedby the cell membrane, which contains tiny
channels, specializedfor transporting each type of ion. In its resting state the membrane
is semipermeableto K +, allowing these ions to move relatively easily between
the inside and outside of the cell through the potassiumchannel. However, at rest the
membraneis impermeableto Na +. Cell proteins are too large to passthrough the ion
channelsand remain in the soma. The combined distribution of these ions producesa
negatively'chargedcell.
The cell s charge would eventually run down, were not it for a mechanismin the
membrane, calledthe sodium-potassiumpump, which pumpspotassiumbackinto the cell
and sodium out. The cell' s negative potential is maintainedprimarily by keeping Na+
ions outside of the cell, as potassiumchannelsallow K + to leak back into the cell. Ion
channelsalso are activated by changesin the potential of the cell.
Localand Action Potentials Within neurons information is conductedin two different
ways. Long-distancetransmissionoccurs via actionpotentials
, which travel along the
surface of the axon from the soma to the axon terminals. To assimilate incoming
information in the dendrites and soma, neurons use local potentials
. Sometimeslocal
also
function
to
transmit
information
over
short
distances
potentials
(less than a
very
micrometer) between two adjacentneurons. Action potentials produce a large, all-or~
none signal that is brief (1- 10 milliseconds) and travels unattenuatedand at a rapid
rate (as high as
meters per second). Local potentials are small and graded, and
,
propagatepassively rapidly degrading as electricalresistanceis encountered.
Changesin local potentials of dendrites and the soma are produced by synaptic
contact with other neurons (a process described below). These synapses either
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electrically excite or inhibit the receiving neuron. The charge of the soma can be
depolarized (say, from - 70 millivolts to - 60 millivolts ) if the sum of the local
potentials synaptically generatedby other neurons is large enough. The more excitatory
synapsesthat occur at the sametime, the larger the local potential.
Action potentials begin at the axon hillock. The hillock is very sensitiveto changes
in the membranepotential of the cell. When the potential in the hillock is depolarized
to a critical threshold, the ion channels, which are sensitive to voltage changes, open
+
briefly (about half a millisecond) to allow Na to rush into the cell. Becausethe
+
concentrationof Na outside the cell is much higher than inside, Na + is driven inside
the cell by processes that tend to equalize the concentrations(diffusion, due to the
concentration gradient, and electrostatic pressure, due to the charge gradient). This
influx of positive ions rapidly depolarizesthe cell further, achieving a positive 50millivolt charge, at which point the sodium channelsclose (seefigure 7.5).
Meanwhile the potassiumchannelsare also opened to allow K + to flow out of the
cell through the diffusion process. Becausepotassiumchannelsopen more slowly and
the concentrationgradient for sodium is more out of balance, the Na+ influx dominates
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the initial changesin the cell' s membranepotential. However, after the sodium channels
close, the potassiumchannelsremain open. The cell is then negatively repolarized
as K + continuesto leave the cell and as Na + is actively transported out of the cell by
the sodium-potassium pump. When the cell begins to reach its resting potential, the
potassium channels close. However, this process takes a few milliseconds, during
which the membrane is actually hyperpolarized (at, say, - 75 millivolts ) until the
sodium-potassiumpump and the leaking of Na+ to the outside of the cell can return
the membranepotential to its resting level.
When the hillock begins to depolarize, the adjacent region of axon membrane
becomesdepolarizedas well by the influx of Na+. Thesepositive ions make the inside
of the cell less negatively charged. This reduction in membranepotential is sufficient
to trigger adjacentsodium channels, causingthem to open and thus moving the action
potential farther down the axon membrane. When the sodium channelsare open, this
region of the membranecannot be electrically stimulated to produce another action
potential until the channelscloseand the membranebegins to repolarize. This portion
of the action potential is called the refractoryperiod. Becauseof the refractory period,
the action potential is propagated in only one direction, away from the soma, advancing
along that part of the axon membranewhich is electrically at rest. Eachstep
in this processis illustrated in figure 7.5.
To speed up the rate at which action potentials are conducted, some axons are
sheathedwith Schwanncells, a type of glial cell. Schwanncells produce a fatty substance
called myelin that wraps around the axon in multiple layers. Myelin is an
electrical insulator that isolates the axon membranefrom the extracellular fluid and
thus from changesin electrical potential causedby the movement of ions acrossthe
membrane. If the myelin sheathwere continuous along the axon, the action potential
could not propagate. However, every millimeter or so there are small gaps in the
+
myelin, called nodesof Ranvier. The electricalcurrent associatedwith the influx of Na
at one node is directly and very rapidly conductedto the next node, causinga depolarization at that node. In this way the action potential jumps from one node to the next.
In unmyelinated axons, where the action potential must be propagated continuously
along the membrane, conduction speedis rarely more than a few meters per second,
but myelination can increasethe speedto up to
metersper second.
Human infants are born with minimal myelination, mainly in primary sensory and
motor areas, but myelination continues throughout childhood, past the age of fifteen.
The myelination processhas a profound effect on the development of cognitive and
motor functions. For example, infants begin to walk at about the time that the peripheral
motor neurons that control leg musclescomplete myelination. Some researchers
have speculatedthat myelination in associativeand frontal cortex may play an important
functional role in the development of languageand other higher cognitive functions
(Huttenlocher 1979). Multiple sclerosis(MS) is a degenerativediseasein which
patchesof myelin and sometimesaxons in the motor and sensorytracts are destroyed.
In addition to conducting action potentials, axons provide a conduit for the transportation
of chemical substancesbetween the soma and the axon terminal. Certain
chemicals, called neurotransmitters
, used in the synaptic transmissionat the axon terminal
(describedbelow) are manufacturedin the soma and then go through anterograde
(forward) transport to the axon terminal, where they are stored in synaptic vesicles.
Thesechemicalsalso undergo retrograde(backward) transport from the terminal to the
soma so they can be reused. A slow (one millimeter per day) anterogradetransport
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system carries material important for cell growth and regeneration. A faster (10- 20
millimeters per day) system carries the transmitter material. Some neurotransmitters
(such as acetylcholine, which is involved in synaptic transmissionin the peripheral
nervous system to active muscletissue) are manufacturedat the axon terminal.
The firing rate of a neuron can range from a few action potentials per second to
several hundred depending upon the amount of excitatory or inhibitory input.
Changesin the firing rate represent a basic computational property of the nervous
system. When a neuron changesits firing rate in responseto a particular stimulus
characteristic, the neuron is probably involved in the computational analysis of that
attribute.
are the basic building blocks for neural computation. A synapse
Synapses Synapses
is a site at which electrical or chemical transmission occurs between neurons. The
changesthat occur in the firing ratesof neuronsare controlled by the synaptic activity .
Most synaptic transmission in the mammalian brain is chemical. The sending (or
presynaptic) cell releasesa neurotransmitter, which binds to the membranesurfaceof
the receiving (or postsynaptic) cell, causinga changein its local potential. Sometransmissions
are excitatoryand depolarizethe postsynaptic cell, driving it toward its firing
threshold and thus making it more likely that an action potential will be generated.
Other transmissionsare inhibitory and hyperpolarize a cell, driving the membrane
potential below its resting level, reducing the likelihood that an action potential will be
produced.
The processof chemicaltransmissionbetweenneuronsis calledexocytosis
(out of the
cell). Exocytosis takes less than a millisecond. A neurotransmitteris contained in tiny
vesiclesin the presynaptic terminal. Eachvesicle contains about 10,000 moleculesof
the transmitter chemical. When an action potential reachesthe axon terminal, the
+
change in voltage triggers the opening of calcium ion (Ca2 ) channels. These ions
diffuse into the cell, further depolarizing the terminal and causing the vesicles of
neurotransmitterto fuse with the terminal membraneand open to the outside of the
cell, releasingthe transmitter chemicalinto a very small spaceroughly
nanometers
wide (called the synapticcleft) between the pre- and postsynaptic membranes. The
vesiclesare thought to be reformed out of the terminal membrane.
TheFastSynapticSystem Once releasedinto the synaptic cleft, the neurotransmitter
diffuses across the space and attaches to molecular receptors on the postsynaptic
membrane(see figure 7.6). These receptors are large protein moleculesembeddedin
the cell membranewith one surfaceareasticking out. This surfacehas a region with a
precise shapethat matchesthe configuration of the transmitter molecule so that the
transmitter can attach itself to this region like a key fitting a lock. In somereceptorsthe
attachmentof the transmitter alters the receptor's molecularstructure so that a channel
is openedto the outside of the cell, allowing certain types of ions to diffuse into or out
of the postsynaptic cell. Whereasthe ion channelsinvolved in the transmissionof the
action potential are electrically gated- that is, they open or close to changesin the
voltage of the cell these postsynaptic receptors are chemically gated, so that ion
channelsopen and close in the presenceof certain neurotransmitterchemicals.
Whether the postsynapticcell is excited or inhibited dependsupon the flow of ions.
Excitation causeswhat is called an excitatorypostsynapticpotential (EPSP
). An EPSP
is a depolarizationof the cell membrane, driving the membranepotential in a positive
direction toward its firing threshold (seethe areamarked3 in figure 7.5). An inhibitory
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synaptic transmissionproduces an inhibitory postsynapticpotential(IPSP) and has the
opposite effect of hyperpolarizing the cell, driving its potential below its normal
resting level. Acetylcholine, a neurotransmitterthat occursin synapsesbetween motor
neurons and musclecells in the peripheral nervous system, is excitatory becauseNa+
channelsopen at the receptor site and allow positively charged ions to Row into the
cell and depolarize it . On the other hand, gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA ) is an
inhibitory neurotransmitterbecauseits receptorsopen CI ion channels, allowing ions
to flow into the cell and causinghyperpolarization via their negative charge. In general
, the action of the neurotransmitterdependsupon the receptormolecules. The same
neurotransmitter can be excitatory at some synapsesand inhibitory at others; for
example, acetylcholineinhibits heart muscle6bers.
Neurotransmitter chemicalsare rapidly inactivated so that the timing of the signal
is precisely controlled; otherwise, postsynaptic neurons would continue to respond
until the brain went out of control (something like an epileptic seizure). Inactivation
occursin severaldifferent ways. The neurotransmitterchemicalcan simply diffuse &om
the synaptic junction into intercellular space, enzymesin the synaptic cleft can bind to
the neurotransmitterand inactivate it , or the transmitter chemicalscanbe recycledback
.
into the presynapticterminal and reused, a processcalled pinocytosis
SecondMessengerSystems Other neurotransmitters, such as dopamine and norepinephrine, operateby different and more elaboratemechanismsthan chemicallygated ion
channels. These neurotransmittersaffect the concentrationsof certain chemical substances
in the postsynaptic cells, which in turn causea chain of chemicalevents that
eventually act on the ion channelsdirectly. This type of postsynaptic effect is termed
a secondmessengersystem.
Secondmessengersystems are extremely complicated and involve a sequenceof
many chemicalevents, eachof which has multiple effectson other chemicalprocesses
in the postsynapticcell (see6gure 7.7). For example, many neurotransmittersusecyclic
. The precursor
adenosinemonophosphate(cAMP ) as a secondarychemicalmessenger
to cAMP is adenosinetriphosphate (A TP), which is a sourceof energy that is formed
by the metabolism of blood glucose. When the transmitter binds to the postsynaptic
receptor, it activatesan enzyme, adenylatecyclase, which catalyzesthe conversion of
A TP into cAMP . In turn, cAMP can act on other biochemical machinery, such as
protein kinase (an enzyme that alters the permeability of ion channels), the sodium
potassiumpump, the genetic activity of the cell nucleus, and so on. Thus, information
&om the neurotransmitter, or the mst messenger
, is multiplied and ampli6ed as the
another.
The net result is that a weak
&om
one
reaction
to
is
chemical
message passed
and long-lasting effects on
&om
transmitter
can
the
large
signal
receptor
produce
the postsynaptic potential. This system is relatively slow. Whereas the chemically
gated transmissiontakes less than a millisecond, second messengersystems require
severalmilliseconds, and somechemicalresponsescan take up to severalminutes to be
completed.
Someneurotransmittersfunction in both the fast synaptic and the secondmessenger
systems. For example, in the peripheralnervous systemacetylcholinereceptorsusethe
fast synaptic system mediated by sodium ion channels; however, in the brain and
'
spinal cord acetylcholines effects are produced through a secondmessengersystem.
Dopamine also uses at least three different types of receptors. The First dopamine
receptor (01 ) activates a secondmessengersystem, whereas02 activates chemically
gated ion channels.
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SynapticModulatory Mechanisms Synaptic effects are modulated by many different
mechanisms
, which control the sizeand the duration of the EPSPor IPSP. At least two
different mechanismsare known. First, Kandel and his colleagues( Hawkinset ale1983)
reported that the strength of a synaptic connectioncould be modulatedby the activity
of a third neuron, which was active at the sametime as the presynapticneuron. This
modulatory effect was first found in the study of the classically conditioned gilI withdrawal reflex in a seasnail (aplysia), but it hasnot yet been seenin the mammalian
nervous system. In the aplysia the modulatory neuron stimulates the presynaptic
neuron through a serotonin receptor, which leadsto activity in the presynapticneuron
that increasesthe influx of Ca2+. This increasedlevel of calcium ions, in turn, results
in more neurotransmitterbeing released, producing a larger EPSPor IPSP.
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Second, Hebb (1949) proposed that coincidental adivity in pre- and postsynaptic
neuronsstrengthensthe synaptic connedion between them. In a classicHebbian synapse
changesare produced in both the pre- and postsynapticcells, making the connection
between them more efficient, whereas in the modulatory synapse increasesin
synaptic strength are primarily the result of changesthat occur in the presynaptic
neuron. The mammalianhippocampushas been the site of much recent researchon
Hebbian synapses(Lynch and Baudry 1984). When a hippocampalpathway is rapidly
stimulated for a short period, producing adion potentials, synaptic strengths can increase
for days or even weeks (Bliss and Lomo 1973). This change has been called
term
long
potentiation(LTP). The associativetype of LTP requires the conjunction of
two inputs and seemsto involve a genuinely Hebbian synapse( Wigstromand Gustafsson 1985). The releaseof the neurotransmitter glutamate (the most common in the
hippocampus) initiates the postsynaptic changes. Glutamate depolarizesthe postsynaptic
cell by binding to a type of receptor called non-NMDA ( N-methylD -aspartate).
This depolarization, in conjunction with the presenceof appropriateneurotransmitters,
opens a channelin another type of receptor called NMDA , which is usually blocked,
+
allowing Ca2 to enter the postsynaptic cell. The calcium ions trigger a chain of
secondmessengerevents that induce LTP. The long-term maintenanceof LTP, however
, appearsto require presynaptic changesthat increasethe releaseof neurotransmitter
, perhapsin a chemicalfeedbackmessagesent by the postsynaptic cell. Several
researchersnow think that nitric oxide may be that messenger(Kandel and Hawkins
1993).

Neurochemical
Systems
The brain containsmany different chemicalsubstancesthat influencesynaptic communication
between neurons- at least forty by most recent accounts. Why there are so
different
neurochemicalsis the subject of much speculationand intense study.
many
One suggestionis that a variety of chemicalshave been adaptedto serve a multitude
of functions during evolutionary development, each one acquired at a different time
and place (Iversen 1979).
Neurochemicalshave been most recently categorizedas neurotransmitters
or neuromodulators
. Neurotransmittersare releasedin synapsesto conduct information locally
between two neurons, whereas neuromodulators are releasedin the cerebral spinal
fluid or the bloodstreamand thus affect a large population of neurons. Severaldifferent
criteria have been used for defining a neurotransmitter: (1) the chemicalis synthesized
in the presynapticneuron; (2) it is releasedfrom the synaptic terminal; (3) it produces
an EPSPor IPSP; and (4) it is removed from the synaptic cleft or deactivated(Feldman
and Quenzer 1984). At present only nine neurochemicalshave received widespread
acceptanceas neurotransmitters(Pinel 1990). Neurotransmitterswere once thought to
have specificanatomicalpathways of their own in the brain. Neurons were identified
, and imaging techniques were employed to
by the neurotransmitter they released
neuroanatomical
of
the
different neurotransmitter systems. However,
produce
maps
new evidencedemonstratesthat someneuronssecretemore than one neurotransmitter
or have receptors that respond to different types of neuromodulators and neurotransmitter
(Snyder 1986). Furthermore, assigningfunctional specificity to the neurochemical
pathways remains elusive. In addition to their overlapping anatomical
locations, neurotransmittersdiffer in their modes of action. Some neurotransmitters
modulate the effects of another transmitter on a postsynaptic cell. Some have their
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effects through postsynaptic chemicalreceptors, and others act to modulate voltagesensitive channels in presynaptic terminals. Still others modify second messenger
systemsin postsynaptic cells. We are just beginning to understandthe full range of
neurotransmitterfunction.
Neuromodulators act more globally, yet appearto have behavioral effects that are
highly specific. They can be found in the central nervous system as well as in other
areasof the body , such as the gastrointestinal tract (e.g ., substanceP, enkephalins,
somatostatin). Very small amounts of some neuromodulators have been shown to
produce profound behavioral effects. For example, an injection of a nanogram (one
billionth of a gram) of the peptide angiotensin II can produce intense and prolonged
drinking behavior in animals that were not thirsty . Some neuroscientistshave interpreted
thesedata to suggestthat neuromodulatorsare specializedfor triggering brain
activity associatedwith particular behavioral functions, such as regulating emotional
statesor the balanceof body fluids.
and are distinguished
Neurochemicalsthat exist naturally in the body are called endogenous
from exogenoussubstances
, such as drugs, which can produce profound
psychological and neurophysiological effects. Some drugs are so potent that neuroscientists
begansearchingfor endogenoussubstanceswith the hypothesis that if drugs
are so strong, there must be endogenous substancesin the brain that have similar
neurophysiologicalproperties. Hughes and Kosterlitz (Hughes et al. 1975) discovered
two endogenousneurochemicalsthat actedlike morphine, a narcoticdrug that is highly
addictive and a powerful analgesicfor pain. They called these substancesenkephalins.
Snyder and his colleagues(Snyder 1980) injected radioactively labeled morphine into
'
a laboratory animal and then studied where the isotope would be found in the animals
central nervous system, photographing slicesof the brain using film that was sensitive
to the presenceof the isotope. They discovered that certain regions of the brain and
spinal cord contain cells with chemicalreceptorsthat have a specificaffinity for opiates
(so named for the opium poppy from which morphine is derived). Hughes and
Kosterlitz showed that enkephalinsbound to the opiate receptorsjust like morphine.
and NeurolepticDrugs Many other psychoactive
Psychoactive
drugs may produce their
effects by mimicking, enhancing, or disrupting the effects of endogenous neurochemicals
. For example, severalhallucinogenshave molecular structuresthat resemble
those of neurotransmitters. LSD is structurally similar to serotonin, and mescaline
resemblesnorepinephrineand dopamine. Caffeine inhibits the enzyme that degrades
cAMP in the second messengersystem of postsynaptic cells. Cocaine blocks the
reuptakeof norepinephrine, with the result that more neurotransmitterremainsin the
synaptic cleft to stimulate receptors. This information does not explain why caffeine
acts as a mild psychological stimulant, why LSD distorts sensoryperceptions, or why
cocaine produces a euphoric effect. However, understanding the behavioral effects
of these drugs must certainly include a clear picture of their neuropharmacological
properties.
Neurolepticdrugs, so called for their clinical effect on brain function, have received
intensive scrutiny in an effort to better understandthe biological basis for the mental
disordersthey treat. Many of thesedrugs were prescribedover the years becausethey
were clinically effective, but no one knew why they worked. Neuroscientistshave been
studying how they affect brain function in the hope of finding evidence about the
biological basesof mental disorders.
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The best example of this approachhas been the study of schizophrenia, a mental
disorder widely treated with a class of drugs called phenothiazines. Researchnow
indicates that phenothiazinesblock the receptor sites for the neurotransmitter dopamine, specifically, the third type of dopaminereceptor (03 ), thus forming the basisfor
the dopaminergichypothesis for schizophrenia: if phenothiazinesimprove schizophrenic
symptoms and alsoblock dopaminereceptors, perhapsthe symptoms are a product
of too much dopaminergic activity in the central nervous system (Snyder 1976). Of
course, the story is not necessarilysimple. One or more of a number of presynapticand
postsynapticprocesses could be involved in schizophrenia.Becauseof the complicated
nature of the synaptic process, it is difficult to pin down exactly what the problem is.
Additionally , psychological factors, such as stress, might alter neurochemicalfunctions
, further complicating the picture. Still, results&om this line of researchare promising
. Other disorders, including depression, mania, obsessive-compulsive disorders,
'
'
Alzheimer s disease
, have also been the subject of extensive
, and Parkinsons disease
neurochemicalstudy. The potential to alleviatemany of the debilitating effectsof brain
diseaseby neurochemicalmeansstill holds great promise for the future.
NeuralDevelopment
How the brain grows from a single cell to a complex structure of billions of neurons
largely remains a mystery. During gestation the brain grows at an average rate of
several hundred thousand neurons per minute. Animal researchhas revealed much
about the sequenceof developmentalevents, but most of the finer details about what
controls and directs the events remain to be discovered. By roughly three weeksafter
conception, the dorsal surfaceof the developing embryo containsa small patch of cells
that will eventually form the entire human nervous system. Over the next week this
cellsforms a groove that folds over on itself and then
plate of approximately 125,
fusesto becomea tube. This tube eventually becomesthe spinal canal and ventricles.
Once the neural tube is formed, cells rapidly proliferate, and after forty days of gestation
the tube has developed three bulges that eventually becomethe forebrain, midbrain
, and hindbrain (seefigure 7.8).
Cells undergo a fixed sequenceof events during development: proliferation
, migration
and
varies
for
different
these
es
is
critical
.
The
of
and
,
aggregation
timing
process
speciesand for different parts of the nervous system. First, cells divide along the inner
wall of the neural tube in a region called the ventricular zone. Each neuron passes
through a number of divisions (mitosis), eventually losing the capacity for further
division. Neurons stop dividing when they begin migration. Proliferation continuesin
someparts of the nervous system until a gestationalage of about twenty -eight weeks
for humans.
Once mitosis is over, cellsbegin a migration away from the ventricular zone toward
the outside wall of the neural tube, fonning progressively thicker layers of cells.
Generally, larger neuronswith long axonal projections begin migration before smaller
neurons. Migrating cells move along glial cells, which set up long fibers that act like
scaffoldsextending from the ventricular zone to the outside wall of the neural tube.
Neurons follow these glial processes at a slow rate, on the average of a tenth of a
millimeter per day. Cells that eventually occupy the same cortical location always
begin migration together.
"
"
When neuronsreachtheir definitive addresses, they aggregatewith other neurons
to form cortical layers or nuclei. Cells of the samekind tend to group together and
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Humanbraindevelopment
from 25 daysgestationuntil birth. Figuresareenlargedfor ages25 to 100days
(approximatesizedisplayedbelow). (from Cowan1919.)

align themselvesin a preferred orientation; for example, in the cortex pyramidal neurons
are oriented with their dendrites spreadout toward the surfaceof the brain and
their axons projecting below. This aggregationprocessis now thought to be mediated
by certain moleculeson the surfaceof the neuron (Rutishauseret al. 1988).
Cell migration errors are not unusual. Through staining and microscopic study,
aggregatesof neuronscan be found in the wrong cortical layer, an abnormality called
an ectopia
. Another migration error called dysplasiaoccurs when a pocket of neural
tissue is missing cells (see 6gure 7.9). In one animal study about 3 percent of the
neuronsout of the population examinedmigrated to the wrong location (Cowan 1979).
Severalhuman developmental disorders are associatedwith cell migration errors.
Probably the most carefully studied example is developmental dyslexia, a fairly
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Figure7.9
An exampleof an ectopia(arrow) and a dysplasia(arrowhead
). Bar in lower right comerequals500 Jl.
et al. 1985.)
(FromGalaburda

frequent condition (2 5 percent of the population) in which children with nonnal
and
educational
opportunity have difficulty learning to read. The research
intelligence
of Galaburda, Rosen, and Sherman(1989) has documented several caseswhere large
numbersof ectopiasand dysplasiashave been found in the brains of dyslexic patients,
'
which were studied after the patients deaths. It has not yet been determinedwhether
cell migration errors are presentin all casesof dyslexia or whether sucherrors adual1y
causereading problems.
This example suggeststhe possibility that some developmental disorders may be
the product of disruptive events that occurredduring critical phasesof neural development
. Becausedifferent parts of the brain are at different stagesof developmentduring
gestation, the timing of a disruption is critical and controls where the abnonnality will
appearin the brain and the severity of the abnonnality. What could causesuchdisruptions
is the subject of considerablespeculation
; environmental factors, such as viruses,
and genetic defectshave both been suggested.
Once migration and aggregation are completed, cells undergo a processof differentiation
in which axons grow , synaptic connectionsare formed, and circuits are pruned
down to functional pathways. The early stagesof the differentiation processare under
genetic control. Studiesof neuraldevelopmentin simpler invertebratenervous systems
have shown that for eachmember of a species, growing neuronsfollow sped&c paths
and form preciseconnectionswith other neurons(Bastianiet ale1985). Three different
hypotheses have been proposed to explain how this takes place: (1) that chemical
signalsare transmitted between the pre and postsynaptic cells to guide the growing
axon (Sperry 1963); (2) that the chemicalor physical signal is laid down in a pathway
for the axon to follow (Singer, Nordlander, and Egar 1979); (3) that the relative
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position of the cell bodies in an aggregateof growing neuronsinfluencesthe direction
of axon growth so that the synaptic terminalsof the axons end up in the samerelaHve
posiHon as their cell bodies (Easteret ale1985).
Following the growth of axons, the number of synapsesand the density of synapHc
contacts are significantly reduced. SynapHc reduction is commonly assumedto be
causedby compeHHon between neuronsfor funcHonal connecHons, although the mechanisms
underlying thesechangesare unknown. One hypothesis suggeststhat some
cells die becausethey fail to receive a necessarynutrient provided by a successful
synapHc contact (Cowan 1979). Studies from different specieshave suggested that
from 15 to 85 percent of the iniHal neuronal populaHon may die during the period of
synapHc consolidation. However, humansmay not lose neuronsto the samedegreeas
other species. Recent studies of human brains have shown a decreasein synapHc
contactswithout the accompanyingcell death (Huttenlocher 1990).
Cell differenHaHon conHnuesfor a long time in humans. Studies of the primary
visual cortex have suggestedthat the density of synapHc connecHonsrapidly increases
from about the secondmonth of postnatal life, reachingadult valuesaround the age of
five months, and then overproducing for the next three to five months. Connections
are then gradually eliminated over the next nine years, reaching adult values by the
age of ten (Leuba and Garey 1987). Other parts of the cortex may show a different
Hme course; for example, neuronal density in the frontal lobe does not reach adult
values unHI around seven years of age, and synapHc consolidaHon may continue
through late adolescence(Huttenlocher 1990).
Plasticity Development in a vertebrate nervous system is marked by
Developmental
progressive phasesof overgrowth and subsequentregressivephasesin which excess
neuronsand neural connecHonsare eliminated. Prenatalprogressiveevents include cell
proliferaHon, migraHon, and aggregaHon among similar cell types, as describedabove.
es continue to proliferate, producing an abundanceof synapHc
Postnatally, cell process
'
contacts. Children s synapHc concentraHonsremainnearly double adult valuesin some
cortical regions unHI puberty (Huttenlocher 1990). Regressiveevents begin prenatally
with the death of excessneurons, which conHnuesunH I about the age of two . The
pruning of excess synapsesand axon collaterals begins postnatally and continues
throughout childhood and adolescence(Changeux and Konishi 1987; Cowan et ale
1984; Purves 1988; Rakic 1979).
Developmental changesin cerebralfuncHoning can be studied more directly with
PET imaging techniquesthat measurethe rate of cerebral glucose metabolism. The
developmental course of the PET data is consistent with neurobiological and microscopic
evidence. Cortical metabolic values of newborn babies are 30 percent lower
than those of adults, then increaseto exceedadult values by the age of two to three
years, presumablyreflecting the increasedmetabolic activity necessaryto support the
many addiHonal synapHc contacts. These PET values remain high unHI the age of
about ten, then gradually declineunHI they reachadult levels around the age of sixteen
to eighteen (Chugani and Phelps 1990).
Regressiveevents are thought to be the result of compeHHve interacHonsbetween
neurons or their processes for some required resource(e.g., a nutri Honal factor that is
necessaryfor the health of the cell, or electrical stimulaHon) that is in limited supply
(Purves 1988). When a neuron or its processes are deprived of this resource, the size
of the axonal and dendriHc arbors is reduced, processes are withdrawn from the region
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of competition, or the cell degenerates(Changeux and Danchin 1976; Rakic 1986).
Through a processof competitive elimination, selective rather than random connections
are lost, producing functionally segregatedcortical areas. For example, Rakic
1986
(
) hasshown that ocular dominancecolumnsin the LGN, which are groups of cells
that selectively respond to one eye or the other, are primarily formed by the pruning
of axon collateralsfrom the inappropriateeye.
Early in development there are critical time periods for the establishmentof certain
behavioralfunctions. The neural substratesof thesebehavioral functions develop only
if the nervous system receivescertain environmental inputs during the critical period.
Environmental deprivation can produce profound and permanent impairments, and
environmentalvariation can produce variation in neural development. Critical periods
have been demonstratedfor a wide variety of behaviors, and in some casesthe associated
developmentsin the nervous system have been identified. In the visual system
closing one eye during the first few months of life results in more neuronsin layer IV
of the primary visual cortex being devoted to sensory input from the open eye. The
number of layer IV neurons that still can respond to input from the closed eye is
correspondingly reducedby 80 percent, thus producing permanentvisual damagein
that eye (Hubel and Wiesel 1977).
Experimentswith white-crowned sparrowsand other songbirdshave demonstrated
that thesebirds have an innate capacityto develop a basicsong pattern specificto their
, but only during the first few months of life ( Konishi 1985; Nottebohm 1970).
species
Although the neural correlateshave not been identified, an analogousdevelopment
occurs in human speech. At the age of eight months infants are able to hear the
differencebetween two speechsoundsfrom a foreign languagethat they have never
heard before and that their caretakerscannot distinguish; however, by twelve months
of age they lose this ability and can discriminate only speechcontrasts from their
native language( Werkeret al. 1981).
Critical periods for behavioral development correspond to periods during which
neuraldifferentiation is occurring in those parts of cortex involved in the behavior. The
increasein synaptic density appearsto provide a degree of plasticity or flexibility for
the formation of behavioral functions. So, for example, becausesynaptic density continues
to remain high in the visual system up to the age of four years, the visual
condition known as strabismus(in which the visual axis of one eye tends to deviate
from the correct line of sight) can be treated during this period by occluding the sight
of the good eye and forcing the use of the squinting eye (Assaf 1982). Presumablya
functional plasticity associatedwith the use of the frontal cortex would persist longer,
sincesynaptic reduction does not begin in this region until about the age of seven.
The plasticity gained from synaptic overproduction also appearsto provide the
brain some reservecapacity to recover from damage. Many studies have shown age
to be a very important factor in successfulrecovery. In young children, for example,
language impairments produced by brain injury are brief, and normal functioning is
usually restored when the injury occurs before the age of five, although the severity
and location of the injury can impede recovery (Aram, Ekelman, and Gillespie 1990;
Kolb and Whishaw 1990).
Sincethe damagedtissuecannot regenerateitself, linguistic function must have been
assimilatedinto other parts of cortex. The most striking evidencefor this conclusion
comesfrom casestudiesof hemidecorticatepatients, who had one cortical hemisphere
removed a few weeksafter birth becauseof a rare diseasethat left only one hemisphere
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normal and healthy . Since language functions are localized to the left hemisphere in
most people , follow -up studies were remarkable in that many linguistic functions were
normal in the patients who had their left hemisphere removed (Dennis and Whitaker
1976 ). A similar recovery would not occur from a hemispherectomy in adulthood .
some linguistic tasks well (for
Although the right hemisphere was not able to process
"
"
"
'
the
man
s lost wallet and the lost
the
difference
between
,
distinguishing
example
"
'
man s wallet ), patients performed normally on most of the tasks given , including all
of the academic tests.
7.3 Neural Representation
The study of the biological properties of the synapse and neuron is an important
enterprise , but it cannot by itself tell us how the nervous system represents and

StructuralPrinciples
Higher cognitive abilities, suchasmemory consolidationor visual perception, are often
associatedwith large anatomical regions such as the hippocampus or occipital lobe.
These regions can be broken down into smaller and smaller structural components,
ranging from somewhat smaller anatomically identifiable cortical regions to neural
. A full understandingof how the
circuits to particular types of neurons or synapses
brain achievessome cognitive ability requiresunderstandingthe computational functions
contributed by each level of structure. For example, the hippocampuscan be
divided structurally into the dentate gyrus, CAJ , and CA1 regions, and different
aspectsof memory function can be ascribedto these substructures. Rolls (1990) has
hypothesizedthat CAJ servesas an autoassociationsystem to retrieve the memory of
speci6cautobiographicalepisodes. Enough is known about the neuroanatomyof CAJ
and the responseproperties of the different types of neuronscontainedin it that Rolls
was able to develop a network model that exhibits someof the requiredcomputational
properties and is faithful to certain aspectsof the neuronal data. Our understandingof
the neural implementation of various functions is typically incomplete and still unfolding
. Nevertheless, several organizational principles in the nervous system have
beenwell demonstrated. We will touch on a few here; for a more completediscussion,
consult some of the readingslisted at the end of the chapter.
ExperimentalTechniques Charting the structural and functional components of the
brain has not been easy. Researchhas relied heavily on three procedures. The first
techniqueinvolves destroying selectedneuronsand then studying what other parts of
the brain show degenerationas a result of the damage. By tracing the path of degeneration
, neuroanatomistshope to discover functional pathways between brain regions.
The problem with lesion procedures has been the inability to localize damage to
specificcells. Fibersfrom other cells that may just be passingthrough the target region
also may be destroyed, resulting in their degenerationas well. The recent discovery of
acids that selectively destroy neuronswith somasin a speci6cregion and not 6bers of
passagehas revived interest in this procedure.
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The second technique , which was mentioned earlier in this chapter , involves the
introduction of dyes that are taken up by the neural tissue to highlight particular cells
or selected parts of them . In the last twenty years new staining procedures have
advanced rapidly . One procedure , called autoradiographic tracing, uses the anterograde
'
transport system in neurons to determine where a cell s axon terminates . Amino acids
are labeled with tritium and injected into the targeted brain site. These acids are taken
up by neurons , converted to proteins , and transported down their axons to the synaptic
terminal . Sometimes the labeled chemicals are transported to the postsynaptic cells.
This transportation takes a few days , after which the animal is killed , and the brain
tissue is sliced and prepared in a way that highlights the tritium -stained cells in a
photograph . Another procedure uses retrograde tracing to map &om synaptic connections
back up to the cells &om which the axons originate . The most common technique
uses horse radish peroxidase (HRP ), an enzyme found in horseradish and other plants ,
which is taken up by the synaptic terminals and transported back up the axon to the
cell body . Double labeling , using both techniques , provides a much more precise
description of neural pathways than has been possible with older staining or lesion
procedures . New techniques for labeling neurotransmitters also have been invented to
identify precisely the neurochemical pathways of the brain . Most recently , optical
dyes , sensitive to electrical changes or fluctuations in ion concentrations , have been
developed that are taken up by synaptically active cells, providing the potential to
identify functional neural pathways operating under relatively normal conditions
(Grinvald et al. 1986 ).
A third technique involves recording the electrical activity of single cells. Extracellular
recordings are made with microelectrodes , very sharp needles that can be
inserted into the brain to monitor the changes in electrical potential of a single neuron .
Intracellular recordings are made by micropipettes , very tiny glass tubes that can be
inserted into the cell body of a neuron . Although intracellular recordings can only be
made for a few minutes , microelectrodes can record for long periods . Using these
techniques , neuroscientists have been able to measure the responses of individual
neurons to external sensory stimuli . Individual neurons have been shown to increase
(or decrease) their firing rates in response to speci6c features of sensory input , such as
the angle of orientation of a visual line display , its direction of movement , or its color
(Hubel 1988 ). However , many neurons that are several synapses beyond primary
sensory input do not respond to any simple stimulus characteristic but may be part of
an assembly of cells that performs a particular computational function necessary for
perception , movement , or thought . Many such neurons receive inputs &om multiple
sources, suggesting a coordination or integration role . Functions studied at these
higher levels include the recognition of complex stimuli , such as faces (Perrett , Mistlin ,
and Chitty 1987 ) or the coordination of motor movements for reaching and locomotion
(Georgopoulos and Grillner 1989 ). For a further discussion of these issues, see the
section below on computational maps.
Functional Pathways Many different pathways have been discovered in the CNS that
carry sensory and motor information . One of the first discoveries was made in 1822
by Fran~ois Magendie . He reported that the dorsal root of the spinal cord carried
sensory information &om the peripheral to the central nervous system , but that the
ventral root transported motor output to the muscles. This discovery established the
principle that different parts of the CNS could be specialized for different functions and
that functional pathways could exist to carry speci6c information .
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We know most about the sensoryinput and motor output systems. Our bodies have
five exteroceptive sensory systems, which perceive stimuli from outside the body :
vision, touch, hearing, olfaction (smell), and taste. All five sensory systemsappear to
be organized in a similar fashion. In the classicalmodel, sensorysystemsare hypothesized
to be organized hierarchically, with each major receptor organ passing sensory
information along a pathway to the thalamus, which then relays the input to the
cortex. Eachsensory system has a specialpart of the thalamusdevoted to processing
its input . For example, visual information from the retina of the eye is carried to the
LGN of the thalamus. The cortex also hasprimary sensoryregions, devoted to sensory
input (see figure 7.3). Information is passedfrom the primary cortex to secondary
sensory regions and then to the associationcortex, where information from different
sensorymodalities is integrated. In the simplest model a single streamof information
follows a sequentialprogression, moving from receptorsto higher brain regions, gradually
. Each
being transformedfrom raw sensory data into perceptualrepresentations
level of the systemanalyzesthe information availableat that stageand then passesits
analysison to the next level (seefigure 7.10).
A hierarchicalmodel of this kind was once proposed for the visual system (Hubel
and Wiesel 1977). The model accountsfor considerableneurophysiologicaldata. First,
there are light -sensitivereceptor cells in the retina that signal the intensity of the light
'
at a particular point in the incoming image. The retina s output neurons (called ganglion
cells), however, respond to intensity changesin small regions of the image. This
shift from signaling intensity at a point to signaling local contrast can be seenas the
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first step in a processof object recognition. The regions of local contrast in the image
can be seenas early information about the edgesor contours of objects. The contrast
signals are relayed through the LGN, and the next step in the hierarchy is accomplished
by cells in the primary visual cortex (called simplecells) that detect contrast
boundariesat specific angular orientations in small regions of the image. These edge
and line detectorscan be seenas organizing the local, unoriented contrast information
coming from the retina into small, oriented segmentsof the boundariesof objects in
the image. Further steps in the processwould be associatedwith other cells in the
visual cortex that respondto the presenceof an oriented boundary over a larger region
.r
of the image (complexcells) or that respondto comers or terminatedlines (hypercomple
cells). Eventually the construction process was hypothesized to reach cells in the
medial-temporal region that are specializedto respond to complex shapes, such as a
hand or face (Desimone and Gross 1979) or perhapseven specifically to the face of
one' s grandmother (Barlow 1972).
Although the early evidence on the responseproperties of neurons in the visual
systemwas consistentwith this classicalmodel of a single hierarchicalvisual pathway,
recent evidencehas suggestedthat the system is organized into a number of parallel
pathways (see figure 7.10). Information about shape, color, motion, and binocular
disparity appearsto be processedin distinct parallel channels(HubeI1988 ). The parallelism
is already presentin the ganglion cells. In the primate retina there are two types
of ganglion cells, which can be distinguished by the sizes of their cell bodies, the
shapesof their dendritic trees, and their responseproperties. Although the small cells
(P-cells) and large cells (M -cells) are intermixed in the retina, their axons project to
distinct layers of the LGN. The P-cells project to the parvocellularlayers and the
M -cells to the magnocellularlayers of the LGN. The separation between the two
pathways is maintained, and they are further subdivided, as visual analysisdevelopsin
the visual areasof the cortex (Living stone and HubeI1987 ). Computation in the visual
system is still thought to be hierarchicalin the sensethat later stagesof the system
deliver more reliable and meaningfulinformation about the visual world in comparison
with earlier stages, whose outputs code local properties of the visual image that are
often not reliably correlated with properties of the visual world (seechapter 12). For
example, early stagesof the color pathway cannot representthe surfacecolor of an
object independently of the color of illuminating light , whereas later stages of the
pathway can.
Not much is known about how increasinglymeaningful information is developedin
the parallel channelsof the primate visual system or about how the information is
integrated to produce visually guided behavior and object recognition. However,
detailed studies of the neural substratesof two perceptually driven behaviors, the
sound localization responseof the barn owl and the lamming avoidanceresponseof
the electric fish (Konishi 1991), have shown that it is possible to analyze a sensory
pathway in detail. In both casesthe sensory analysis is carried out in two separate
parallel channels, which eventually converge on the neurons that code for the critical
property.
The analysisof the barn owl begins with the observation that when the owl hears
a sound, it turns its head in the direction of the sound source. This head orientation is
accuratein both the horizontal (azimuth) and vertical (elevation) directions. Thus, if the
sourceof a sound is 30 degreesto the left and 15 degreesabove the axis of the current
head orientation, the owl will turn its head upward and to the left the appropriate
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amounts. By playing experimentally controlled soundsthrough earphones
, researchers
were able to show that the horizontal and vertical components of the orientation
Horizontal localization
responseare controlled by two different aspectsof the sound.
'
is based on interaural time differences. Becausethe owl s ears are separatedhorizontally
in space, a sound in the environment is delivered to the two ears in slightly
different ways. Consider a IOO-hertz (cycles per second) sound that originates to the
left of the owl. The sound will reachthe left ear slightly before it reachesthe right ear.
Another differencearisesfrom the fact that the sound oscillatessinusoidallywith time.
The sine wave for a loo -hertz tone reachesits peak energy value 100 times per
second. Eachenergy peak will reachthe left ear slightly before it reachesthe right ear.
The sine waves at the two ears are said to be out of phasewith each other. Complex
soundsare mixtures of many frequency (or pitch) components. The experiments
showed that the owl usesthe phasedifferencesat all audible frequenciesrather than
the initial differencein onset time for horizontal localization.
'
Becausethe owl s right ear is angled slightly upward and the left ear is angled
downward, differencesin the properties of a soundas it arrives at the two earscan also
'
be used to determine the sounds elevation. The behavioral experimentsshowed that
intensity (or amplitude) differencesbetween the two ears were used in this case. A
sound that is above the owl is slightly louder in the right ear than in the left and vice
versa. As a result of the behavioral studiesresearchersknew that the auditory system
must extract a combination of interaural time and amplitude differences from the
incoming sound. This combination specifiesthe horizontal and vertical values of the
sound and henceits direction in space. A code for the combination must be passedon
to the visual and motor systems, since the owl turns its head toward sounds in its
environment and tries to visually locate the sourceof the sound.
-specificneurons
Konishi and his colleagues(Konishi 1991) were able to locate space
in the exterior nucleusof the inferior colliculus, a midbrain structure that is part of the
auditory system. Single-cell recordings showed that each space-specific neuron fired
when a sound occurred in a particular spatial direction. Using experimentally controlled soundsdelivered through earphones,the researcherswere able to show that the
neuronswere in fact selectivefor combinationsof interauraltime and amplitude differences
. The space-specific neurons appear to be the output neurons for the sound
localization computation. They directly encode the information that triggers sound
'
localization behavior. Anatomically, they are at the top of the owl s auditory pathway,
and their axons project to the optic tectum, a midbrain structure involved in vision
containing neuronsthat respondto both auditory and visual inputs. Electricalstimulation
of theseauditory-visual neuronscausesquick headmovementsof the kind that are
also induced by sound.
The neural circuitry leading up to the space-specific neurons is sketchedin figure
,
7.11. The initial transduction of sound is accomplishedby receptor cells in the cochlea
.
a structure in the inner ear. Receptor cells fire in responseto particular frequencies
Their rate of firing is correlated with the intensity of the incoming sound, and they
tend to fire in phasewith the incoming sound. Thus, frequency, amplitude, and phase
information are all available at the receptor level. Further amplitude and phaseprocessing
, however, occurs in two separate, parallel pathways. The output of each cochlea
projects to both a magnocellularnucleusand an angular nucleus. Magnocellular
nucleus neurons tend to fire in phase with a particular frequency component of the
-lockedwith the incoming stimulus.
sound in the sourceear. Their responsesare phase
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rather than &om thalamusto cortex, the architecturesdepicted in figures 7.10 and 7.11
are similar. The hierarchicalnature of the sound localization pathway is very clear.
Computationally, the representationsat higher levels in the pathway representbehaviorally
relevant information more explicitly and unambiguously than the representations
at lower levels. Neurons at the top of the hierarchy encode the behaviorally
relevant property of spatial direction. Neurons somewhat lower in the hierarchyencode two independentdimensionsof spatial direction. Neurons that are still lower in
the hierarchy encode stimulus properties that are useful inputs to the computation of
the two dimensions, and so on. Anatomically, it is possible to trace the forwardfeeding connections among cell populations that are responsible for the levels of
representation. In some casesthe detailed circuitry of the connectionshelps explain
how a higher-level representationis computed &om a lower-level one. For example,
the axonal projections &om the magnocellularnuclei to the laminar nuclei appearto be
organized as delay lines, which allow phase-locked signals that originate at different
times at the two earsto arrive simultaneouslyat laminar neurons.
Sound localization in the barn owl also illustrates other principles of neural coding.
One principle is that of place-coding. Nervous systemsoften dedicatespecificneurons
to the representationof a given type of information. The location of a neuron at a
particular place in the neural circuitry and its interconnection with other neurons
determine its computational role. A simple example is provided by the fact that cells
in the occipital cortex are devoted to vision, whereascells in the postcentralgyrus are
devoted to sensations&om the body surface. At a finer grain neurons in a particular
region of the visual cortex correspondto a particular region of the retina, and neurons
in a particular region of the somatosensorycortex correspondto a particular region of
the body surface. In the barn owl we see more subtle examples of this principle.
Groups of neurons are dedicated to the representationof more abstract properties,
such as monaural phase, monaural amplitude, interaural time differences, interaural
amplitude differences, and direction in auditory space. The significanceof place-coding
is brought out further in the sectionsbelow on cortical columnsand maps.
In addition to its placein a neural network, a neuron' s computationalrole hinges on
details of its moment-to-moment behavior. In the angular nucleusof the barn owl , for
example, the amplitude of a sound at a particular &equencyis encodedby the rate at
which &equency-selectiveneurons fire. In the magnocellularnucleus, however, phase
is encodedby timing action potentials to correspondto the phaseof the stimulus. To
seethat the rate and timing of impulsesrepresenttwo distinct coding strategies, recall
that two neurons could be firing at the samerate but still be out of phasewith each
other. Rate and phase of firing are well-establishedbases for neural codes. Other
time-varying properties of neuronalactivation, such as the probability of firing during
a brief interval, may be added to this short list. However, a point madeabout connectionist models in chapter 2 can be reiterated in a somewhat different form here. It is
not thought that the timing of a train of neural impulsescanencodearbitrarily complex
information in the mannerof a text being transmitted over a telegraphline via Morse
code.
The study of sound localization in the barn owl is instructive as an example of a
researchprogram in computationalneurosciencethat hasadvancedto the point where
evidence &om a cognitive-level analysis of a behavior has converged with evidence
&om neurophysiology and neuroanatomy to favor a rather detailed model. This is
the kind of convergencethat we can look forward to in the study of the cognitive
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capacitiesof humansand other primates, but for the most part it is a goal rather than
a reality. In judging the current state of cognitive neuroscience
, it is a good model to
in
mind.
However
the
of
the
should
not
be overgeneralized.
,
keep
specifics
example
The single-neuron encoding and the parallel-hierarchicalorganization of the computation
mayor may not characterizeother capacitiesin other organisms.
ColumnarOrganiZiltion The primary cortex of all five sensorysystemscontainsvertical
columns of cells that tend to respond to the same kinds of sensory input. Each
column receivesinput from the samegeneralareain the peripheralsensoryorgan, thus
encoding the location of sensory input. In the visual system this meansthat adjacent
columnsof cells in the occipital lobe correspondto overlapping parts of the visual field.
Microcolumns also have beendiscoveredinside the larger place-columns(HubeI1988 ).
These substructuresorganize information into left- and right -eye input as well as
columns that show a preferencefor contrast boundariesof particular orientations (see
figure 12.10).

Topographic
Maps Becausespatialrelationshipsbetween cortical columnscorrespond
to the spatial organization found between adjacent neurons in the sensory organs,
primary sensory cortical areasprovide detailed representationsof sensory input patterns
, which are called topographicmaps. Such maps have been found in the visual,
, and auditory cortices, but gustatory and olfactory maps have not yet
somatosensory
been discovered(however, seeSkardaand Freeman1987 for a discussionof olfactory
representation). Eachmap displays systematicvariation for a particular stimulus attribute
. In the visual and somatosensorysystems, the mappings correspond to the two dimensional topography of the retina (retinotopic) and body surface (somatotopic),
respectively. The primary auditory cortex is mapped tonotopically, with the anterior
portion responding to high-frequency tones and posterior regions responding to progressivel
lower frequencies.
Thesecortical mapsmaintain a correspondencewith peripheralsensoryneurons, so
that higher concentrationsof sensory cells in one region will produce a central map
with more spacedevoted to that region. Consequently, cortical mapsof the handsand
face, which have many more sensoryneuronsthan the feet, can appearquite distorted
in relation to the size of the body part (seefigure 7.12).
Multiple cortical mapsappearto exist for eachsensorymodality in their respective
cortical regions. Many retinotopic maps, for example, have been discovered on the
cortex of nonhuman primates; the macaquemonkey has roughly twenty different
visual maps, which are interconnectedby over eighty pathways. Thesemapsrepresent
different stimulusattributes, suchas the orientation of contrast borders or the direction
of movement of visual objects (Swindale, Cynader, and Matsubara 1990). Maps also
may perform different computationson the sameattribute, or facilitate the speedwith
which certain computations are performed (Dudal 1989). As researcherslearn to tune
their experiments to the proper attributes, many more maps probably will be discovered
.
Substantialexperimentalevidencesuggeststhat cortical maps can changewith experience
and even vary between individuals (Merzenich 1987; Pons, Garraghty, and
Mishkin 1988). Merzenich and his colleagueshave demonstratedthese changesin a
most striking way . Through the use of multiple microelectrodesthey recorded from
different regions in the somatosensorycortex of an owl monkey while stimulating the
surface of the monkey' s hand and digits. In this way they were able to map the
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'
monkey s hand and digits onto the somatosensorycortex (seefigure 7.13). The monkey
then received an hour and a half of daily training in which it rotated a disk with
its second, third , and occasionallyfourth digits in order to receivea food reward. After
twenty weeksof training, the researchersremappedthe cortex and discoveredthat the
cortical representationof the used digits had markedly expanded. These results suggest
a plasticity or ability of the cortex to adapt to experiencethat previously had not
been thought possible.
Cortical maps also vary among individuals. Thirty -five years ago Woolsey (1960)
with highproposed a theory that the auditory cortex was tonotopically organized,
tones more anterior than low -frequencytones. Early attempts to test W 001frequency
's
sey theory suggestedhe was wrong . When researchersrecorded from neurons in a
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The lesson from this researchis clear. Topographical mapping is an important
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ComputationalMaps The cortex also contains computationalmapsthat do not correspond
to the topography of sensory neurons. These maps represent more abstract
information that figures in cognition or behavior. We saw above, for example, that the
barn owl ' s inferior colliculus (a subcortical structure) contains neurons that code for
particular spatial directions. The neurons are arranged in an orderly map, in which
neighboring neurons respond to neighboring directions and in which changesin azimuth
and elevation are defined along roughly perpendicularaxes (Konishi 1986). For
echolocationthe mustachedbat emits a complex spectrumof soundsand then listens
'
to the echoesthat return &om targets (biosonar). Sugas research(1990) has revealeda
central auditory system that not only encodes the &equency, amplitude, and time
delay of the echoes but also contains computational maps for target velocity and
range.
Maps can also encode combinations of two or more types of information. T opographical information can combine with computed information, within or across
sensorymodalities (Dudal 1989). In the barn owl we saw that the axons of the spacespecificneuronsin the inferior colliculus project to the optic tectum, which contains a
visual-auditory map of spacethat respondsto both auditory and visual input and that
triggers head movements. Swindale and his colleagues(1990) provide an interesting
description of how visual orientation and direction maps interact to maintain continuity
.
and completenessin our cortical representationsof visual scenes
DistributedversusSingle-cellRepresentations
We saw in chapter 2 that an issue of single-unit versus distributed coding arises in
connectionistmodeling. Connectionistmodels, of course, are typically not specifiedin
any detail at the neural level of analysis. For example, in a network with single-unit
coding, each unit might be implemented at the neural level by many neurons in a
distributed manner. Nevertheless, we can imagine taking single-unit coding all the way
down to the neural level, using single neurons to encode features, concepts, propositions
. In this casethe standardapocryphal example of the grandmother
, or schemas
unit would be a single neuron that fired if and only if you were thinking of your
grandmother- the so-calledgrandmothercell. Justas in a connectionistnet, sucha cell
would have to be connectedto many other cells, involved in processingvisual input,
, activity in this cell would be a necessaryand
kinship concepts, and so on; nevertheless
sufficient condition for grandmother cognition.
It is sometimesthought that single-cell coding is unreliableand therefore would be
selectedagainst during evolution. Imagine losing your concept of your grandmother
when the single cell that encodesher dies randomly as you struggle through the last
mile of a marathon. Evolution could guard againstthis possibility, however, by providing
multiple copies of each coding unit. Thus, there might be ten copies of your
grandmothercell and a minisculeprobability that more than one or two of them would
die off in a lifetime, barring a major brain injury or disease.In sucha brain, there would
be single-unit coding that is resistantto damage.
A theory of single-cell representationis initially attractive conceptuallybecauseit is
easy to understandhow items of information are representedand easy to understand
the functional role of the individual neuron in cognition. The theory is also initially
attractive methodologically. Sincewe know how to record the activity of single neurons
, we can immediately start looking in experimental animals for neurons whose
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activity is uniquely correlatedwith , say, the recognition of someparticular object. This
strategy is not so easily implemented, however. For example, to show that a cell is a
grandmother cell, we would at least have to show that it fires vigorously to grandmother
and not to anything else. But, confronted with a neuron that is fairly well
removed from the sensory-motor periphery, we might have to test thousands of
objects to find one that it prefers, and if we hit upon a preferredobject, we might have
to test thousandsmore to show that the cell does not fire to eachof those. Further, if
we found that the cell responded to some degree to other objects (though not as
strongly as to grandmother), we simply would not be able to conclude that the cell
does not playa role in the representationof nongrandmothers. So, there is no simple
. We cannot easily confirm or
empirical method to test for single-cell representations
disconfirm the existenceof suchrepresentationsby just wandering through the cortex
and testing the responseproperties of individual neurons. We need a more complete
theory of neural representationthat makestestablepredictions about the anatomy of
and the courseof processingin entire neural pathways or networks.
Distributed neural encoding is somewhat harder to imagine, but, as we saw in
chapter 2, the initial conceptual hurdles are cleared by connectionist models that
success
fully employ distributed codesin networks of neuronlikeunits. To repeat, there
is no assumptionin thesemodels that individual units correspondto single cells at the
neural level of analysis, but the models demonstratethat distributed coding is a viable
possibility in the brain. Cognition of the proverbial grandmother might now be represented
by a distinctive pattern of activity over a population of neurons, all of which
are also involved in encoding other concepts. Following the lead of connectionist
networks in which knowledge of each piece of information is encoded in the pattern
of weights acrossall of the units in the net, we can imagine an extreme casein which
knowledge of grandmother (and all other concepts) is encoded in synaptic patterns
acrossall of the trillion or so cells in the cerebralcortex. Currently, this possibility is
not being actively pursuedby researchers
, because
, as we have seen, there is abundant
evidencethat the brain is highly organizedstructurally. It is unlikely, for example, that
the visual recognition of your grandmother involves patterns of activation acrossthe
entire primary motor cortex. It is more likely that distributed codes are restricted to
.
functional regions of the brain, suchas the cortical mapsjust discussed
Like single-cell representations
, distributed codes cannot be found through simple
fishing expeditions in the brain. Even with the best techniques for simultaneously
recording from more than one neuron, for example, it might be difficult to record from
enough of the neurons involved in a distributed code to figure out how the code
works. If a particular distributed representationdependson only a fraction of the cells
in somecortical region, it might also be difficult to find many of those cells. Worse, the
fact that a certain profile of activity occursin a number of cells under someconditions
and not in others does not by itself demonstratethat distributed coding is involved.
After all, in a network with single-unit coding all of the cells will have some level of
'
activity all of the time, and the profile of activity in somegroup of cells might well be
. For example, activity in the cell that encodes
similar under similar circumstances
well
be
grandmother cognition might
accompaniedby strong activity in the cells that
encodegray-hair cognition and twinkling -eye cognition, weak activity in the cell that
encodesbeard cognition, and middling activity in the cell that encodesa particular
nose shapethat sort of matchesgrandmother's. As in the caseof single-unit coding,
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what is required is a detailed theory and data about anatomicalstructure and patterns
of activity at more than one level in a pathway.
Both local and distributed coding are known to occur in nervous systems. In the
barn owl , for example, individual space-specific neurons at the top of the auditory
pathway code for particular directions. At lower levels in the hierarchy, however, the
coding of spatial direction is distributed between the amplitude and phasepathways.
At the inner ear the information about the direction of the auditory stimulus is distributed
acrossvirtually all of the receptorsin the two ears. Generally, distributed coding
is a necessitytoward the periphery of sensory systemsfor at least two reasons. First,
cognitively or behaviorally significant information in the stimulus has to be extracted
&om a multiplicity of often ambiguouscuesin the input. For example, single units for
sound direction could not exist in or near the inner ear of the barn owl because
information &om the two ears has to be compared to establishdirection. Or , just as
obviously, there could not be grandmother detectors on the retina, becausewhen
grandmother is in view the information about her is distributed acrossa fairly large
areaof the retinal image and thereforeacrossmany receptor cells. To recognizegrandmother
, the outputs of these cells must be combined, and the relevant information
coming &om them (e.g., hair color) must be separated&om the irrelevant (e.g ., level of
illumination). Second, it is often physically impossible to use single units to encode
information that is meaningful and locally availableat the periphery. The wavelength
of the light at a particular spot on the retinal image is a casein point . Hundreds or
thousandsof units, eachselectivefor a particular wavelength, could not be packedinto
each point on the retina. Instead, sensitivity to variations in wavelength is accomplished
by just three types of receptors.
The retinal conesare an exampleof coarsecodingin the nervous system. Eachtype
of cone respondsacrossa broad region of the visible spectrum. The medium wavelength
"
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echoes(Suga 1990). The discrimination requiresa sensitivity to time differencesin the
range of 0.06 to 0.09 milliseconds, but the sensitivity of individual auditory neuronsis
only 0.13 milliseconds. A fertile hypothesis is that distributed coarse codes are a
general strategy for achieving hyperacuities (Baldi and Heiligenberg 1988). The research
of Georgopoulos and his colleagues(1986) illustratesone approachto pursuing
this hypothesis. They recorded the activity of cells in the motor cortex after training
monkeys to reachfor different spatial locations. Most of the cells showed a response
preferencefor a particular direction of movement, but they were broadly tuned to a
range of directions. The responsecurves of different cells also overlapped consider
the
from
movement
of
activity
ably. It was impossibleto predict the actual direction
of any single neuron. However, the average responseof the entire cell population
predicted the exact direction of arm movement. Similar results have been obtained
for other motor (Schor, Miller , and Tomko 1984) and visual (Steinmetz et al. 1987)
behavior.
In the caseof arm movement (as well as some other motor behaviors) the response
of a cell population representsits overall average response. It is possible that at a
higher level of representationthe average is representedby finely tuned direction
would
the
over
the
, taking
population
averageresponse
specificneurons. In other cases
destroy the information it encodes. For example, averaging the responsesof the three
retinal cone types would produce a single broadly tuned responsecurve similar to that
of eachof the individual cones, with no capacity to encodewavelength information. In
these casesany higher-order grandmother units would have to capture properties of
the profile of responsesover the population. Alternatively , vectors of activation can be
mappeddirectly onto other vectors with no intervening local code.
The hypothesis that distributed coding is employed very widely by the nervous
system currently guides a great deal of work in computational neuroscience(Church
of
distributed
known
cases
the
is
.
The
land and Sejnowski 1992)
hypothesis supportedby
coding and by the finding that neurons in sensory and motor cortical areastend
to be broadly tuned. It is also supportedby the necessitythat even where local coding
holds at the top of a processinghierarchy, there must be distributed coding at lower
levels. Where there is a grandmother cell, there must be distributed information about
grandmotherbelow the level of that cell. The hypothesis is also fueled by the theoretical
argumentsfor distributed coding that have emerged from connectionist research
(Hinton , McClelland, and Rumelhart 1986, and chapter 2). With distributed coding,
similar objectsor conceptshave similar codes, sharingmany elementsor having similar
valueson many features. The systemcan respondto a novel input vector by exploiting
its correlations with familiar vectors. It can map incomplete or noisy inputs to decent
outputs. The high-dimensionalspacescreated by distributed representationscontain
plenty of room for encoding vast numbersof objects or conceptsand their variants,
produced by different points of view or different interpretations. Adjustable weights
allow distributed systemsto learn complex mappings from experience. Such systems
continue to respond reasonably even when their connectionsand weights have sustained
significant damage. These properties, which seemto be properties of nervous
systems, are a natural consequenceof distributed coding, and it is often argued that it
is not clear how to achievethem in systemsthat rely extensively on local coding. The
strongest form of the theoretical argument is that distributed codes should be maintained
throughout a system, mapping vectors onto vectors, without passingthrough
stages of local coding. Much of the evidence is consistent with this view, but it is
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consistent as well with a view that gives a strong role to local coding at higher levels
of representation , which also has its theore Hcal proponents ( Trehub 1991 ). The general
debate about strategies of neural coding and computa Hon can only be settled by
detailed models and empirical evidence.

Innateor LearnedRepresentations
Philosophersand scientistshave proposed conflicting views on exactly how representations
are formed in a developing nervous system. In general terms the empiricist
position argues that neural representationsare a reflection of environmental stimulation
. Neural circuits are programmedas if the brain were a blank slateto be written on
by experience. The opposing nativist position hypothesizesthat representationsare
innate and biologically "hardwired." Neural circuits are already in place to subserve
"
"
specializedfunctions, and the right kind of sensory input triggers the activation of
such prewired circuits.
Neurodevelopmentaland genetic considerationssuggest that both positions have
merit. The major neural pathways and structures are very similar in all mammals,
suggestinga high degree of genetic hardwiring to guide the design. Members of the
samespeciesproduce nearly identical neural circuits during the early stagesof neural
development. However, Changeux(1985) has pointed out that genesare not likely to
be responsiblefor the diversity and specificity of all synaptic connections. Studiesof
the eye in a simple organism suchas the water flea reveal that the number of sensory
neuronsand the number of ganglion cells with which they make contact are the same
for insectsthat are cloned and thus genetically identical; but the number of synapses
between these cells and the shapeof their axonal branches vary from one clone to
another (Macagno, Lopresti, and Levinthal197 3). When we considerthe more complicated
nervous system of mammals, the variability is only likely to increase.
Considerableresearchhas documentedenvironmental influenceson brain development
. Animal experimentshave shown that enrichedenvironmentsincreasethe sizeof
the cortex, the density of glial cells, and the density and number of synaptic connections
(Diamond 1984). Researchwith the visual system also has shown that sensory
deprivation early in life can lead to severe abnormalities in visual cortical cells and
produceblindness, but deprivation later in life doesnot produceill effects( Kratz, Spear,
and Smith 1976).
Acknowledging the influencesof both genes and the environment, several neuroscientists
have suggestedthe theory that learning proceedsfrom a " selective, Darwinistic mechanism" (Changeux 1985; Dudal 1989; Edelman 1987). The key idea is
that the brain spontaneously produces what Changeux has called prerepresentations
,
which correspondto the transient but discreteelectrochemicalactivity of an assembly
of neurons. These autonomouspatterns of activity are endogenous; that is, they exist
apart from any sensoryinput . Inputs from sensoryreceptorsand the cortical mapsthey
. Percepts interact with prerepresentationsof the
project to create a primary percept
brain to produce resonant states in which the prerepresentationis stabilized and a
or mentalimageis formed. For resonanceto occur, a certain degreeof " matchmemory
"
; too much dissonance
up has to exist between the percept and the prerepresentation
will interfere with learning. Resonanceis produced when neurons fire in phase with
one another, creating a temporally coupled volley of activity ( Von der Malsburg and
Willshaw 1981). This resonant pattern reinforces itself through a strengthening of
"
"
synaptic connectionsbetween neuronsin the assembly, thus storing the memory.
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Mental representationsare not the direct product of sensory input, nor are they
hardwired into functional circuits by the genome. Rather, stable neural states are
selectedfrom among a variety of spontaneouslygeneratedneural activation patterns
through an interaction with sensory input. The idea is that prerepresentationsare
genetically inherited, but only those endogenousactivation patterns that prove to be
functionally useful through experienceare stabilized to form the mental structuresof
the mind. This stabilization processoccursduring the critical period of neural development
when some neural connectionsare stabilized into functioning circuits and other
synaptic contacts regress. Presumablyneural architecturecan be influencedby evolution
in the sameway as other physical traits. Those prerepresentationsthat provide the
right kind of raw material to form mental representationsgive the animal a selective
advantage.
Although these ideas are likely to remain speculativefor some time, they nevertheless
have directed considerable interest to the level of cell assemblies
. In the
the
need
, most neuroscientists now recognize
study of complex representations
assemblies
of
not
record
the
to monitor the activity of large
neurons,
just
activity
of single cells. Techniques to provide such functional mapping do not yet exist,
although several new experimental procedures, such as optical dyes (Grinvald et al.
1986) or mapping brain activity using multiple electrodes(Abeles and Gerstein 1988),
hold promise.

7.4 Neuropsychology

Theoretical
and MethodologicalConsiderations
The study of the neural substratesof higher cognitive functions, such as memory,
. Traditionally, neuropsycholog
, is often referredto as neuropsychology
language, or consciousness
have studied how cognitive functions are physically implemented by
studying people or animalswith damagedbrains. Performanceby a person with damage
to a known area in the brain can be comparedwith performanceby people with
intact brains or damageto other areas. The differencesin performancecan be used to
generate or test theories about the roles played by various areas of the brain in
cognitive functioning. In recent years this line of researchhasbeen vigorously pursued
as part of the framework of cognitive sciencefor several reasons. First, neurological
patients sometimesexhibit strikingly selective cognitive deficits, which suggest that
someof the detailed representationsand processes that have been hypothesizedat the
,
cognitive level of analysis are implemented in localized areasof the brain. Second
recent methodological advancesin cognitive psychology have made possible much
more detailedassessments
of the cognitive impairmentsof neurologicalpatients. Third ,
contemporary cognitive scientifictheorieshave generateda host of new neuropsychological
theories. The flowering of neuropsychologicalresearchwithin cognitive science
has also been acceleratedby the development of new methods for observing the
working brain. Localizedpatterns of activity during cognition can now be observedin
the intact or damagedbrain using methods suchas magneticresonanceimaging ( MRI),
positron emission tomography (PET), or the recording of event-related potentials
(ERP). Although their spatial and temporal resolution is limited, these methods allow
researchersto observedirectly someof what must be inferred in the traditional method
of correlating cognitive performancewith the locations of brain lesions.
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Traditional and much of contemporary neuropsychology is a top-down enterprise,
in which theories from the cognitive level of analysisare brought to bear on neuropsychologica
data. Advances in our knowledge of neural circuitry and the growth of
connectionist and neural network models are beginning to bring bottom -up considerations
to the field, however. Neuropsychology researchersmust now pay attention to
relevant data about neural circuits, and they must considernetwork models in addition
to more classicalcognitive models, which are often couched at a higher level of
analysis and employ highly structured representationsand rules. Currently, there is
lively debate within neuropsychology over the relative weight to be given to traditional
cognitive models and their supporting data versusnetwork models and neurobiological data. Many traditional cognitive models, of course, were not designedwith
any generaltheory of neural computation in mind, and the gross anatomicaldata about
brain lesionstraditionally associatedwith neuropsychology say little about the organization
of neural circuits. Theorists who are oriented toward the reduction of cognitive
models to neural models (Churchland 1986; Sejnowski 1986) tend to argue that all
neuropsychologicaltheories should be basedat least in part on well-supported characteristics
of neural computation and, where possible, microstructural neuroscientific
data.
The detailed study of acquireddysle.ria (the loss of reading skills through brain
damage) representsone of the more successfulexamplesof the top-down approach
to neuropsychologicalresearch(Coltheart, Patterson, and Marshall 1987; Patterson,
MarshaJ.I, and Coltheart 1985). Researchershave systematicallyanalyzedthe patterns
of reading errors produced by dyslexic patients to gain insight into how the reading
system is structured. The overall structure of a theoretical model resulting from this
line of researchcan typically be representedas a flowchart, such as the one in figure
7.14. Each box in the chart representsa computational module, or component, that
takesone or more representationsas input and maps that input onto an output representation
. The label in a box describesthe output representationthat is computed by
that module. The arrows in the chart represent the flow of information among the
modules. Figure 7.14 representsa model, proposed by Marshall and his colleagues
(Marshall and Newcombe 1981), which contains two parallel information-processing
routes for the reading of individual words. One route is basedon sight vocabularyand
is known as the lexicalor direct route. The other route, called the phonologicalroute,
relies on regularities in the correspondencebetween spelling and sound and on the
and phonological structure of spoken language. This route can " sound
morphological
"
out a word in the absenceof a direct processingroute.
In the current model word recognition begins with an analysisof visual featuresto
provide information for identifying letters or whole words. In the phonological route
letters are grouped or parsedtogether into syllabic units, which are then coverted to
the proper phonemes. This conversionprocessis basedon rules or regularitiesacquired
from spelling experience( Venezky1970). The phonological outputs of the conversion
processare then passedto a further processthat blends them back together to produce
the whole word. The early stages of development of the phonological route are
evident when young readers sound out words. In the lexical route words also are
parsedin the early stagesto identify the baseroot of a word (e.g ., antiabortionbecomes
anti/ abort/ ion). Then lexical memory is accessedto recall the meaning and proper
pronunciation of the base and any prefixes and suffixes. The word parts are then
resynthesizedfor proper pronunciation. The two routes are hypothesizedto operatein
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parallel so that whichever subsystemcompletes the word identification processfirst
will control how the word is pronounced.
This model has had considerablesuccessin accounting for the variable reading
performance of acquired dyslexic patients. For example, patients with a condition
called phonologicaldysle
:ria have difficulty pronoundng unfamiliar words, even simple
nonwords such as troat, but otherwise may have no trouble reading. In this casethe
phonological route is thought to have been damaged, leaving intact the lexical route
and its accessto a previously learned reading vocabulary. The opposite problem is
thought to exist for a condition called surfacedysle:ria. In this casethe patient cannot
accesslexical information and so must sound out every word by reading through the
phonological route. Becausethe phonological route follows spelling rules in deriving
a pronunciation, surfacedyslexicsfrequently mispronouncewords with unique pronunciations
"
"
, such as yacht, or words that have some irregularity, such as comeor have
(the rule says that e at the end of the word should make the vowel long). Surface
dyslexics also have trouble understanding what they read becauseaccessto lexical
memory is impaired.
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Figure7.15
TheWemicke-Geschwind
modelof readingasrepresented
in difFerentcorticalregions

Models of this kind have been mapped onto the brain (see 6gure 7.15) by correlating
the location of brain damage and patterns of reading impairment with the
processingcomponentsof the models (Bensonand Geschwind 1982). Visual input is
processedalong two parallel pathways from occipital to parietal, temporal, and then
frontal regions. In the phonological route visual information is converted to an auditory
code as the word form passesthrough languageregions in the left hemisphere.
This conversion has been determined to take place in a region of the parietal lobe
called the angular gyrus, since patients who suffer damage to this region lose the
ability to sound out words. The lexical route is presumedto circumvent the angular
gyrus and to accesssemanticinformation directly from the temporal lobe, basedon the
visual word form. Motor programs for controlling speechoutput are hypothesizedto
be located in a part of the frontal cortex known as Broca's area (seethe discussionof
languagebelow).
Regardlessof the researchstrategy that is followed, neuropsychology is an extraordinarily difficult enterprise. The neuropsychologistfacesthree sorts of methodological
problems.
The Arst problem is sharedwith all cognitive scientists. Like any cognitive scientist,
the neuropsychologist typically has a computational theory of the cognitive process
under study. Whether this theory is a traditional symbolic theory or a more microstructural
connectionist theory, it can be wrong . The proposed representations
, components
, or computational processes might be incorrect.
The second problem is shared with all cognitive scientists who are interested
in the brain. In addition to a computational theory of some cognitive process, the
neuropsychologistmust have a theory of how the computational model is realizedin
the brain. The computational theory does not dictate the physical-realization theory.
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Given the current state of our knowledge, there is almost always more than one
possibility for mapping the computational theory onto the brain. A simple mapping
that associatesparts of the computational model with discrete parts of the brain
would be incorrect, for example, if one computational component were implemented
"
"
in severalanatomically distinct areasof the brain rather than in one brain center.
The cognitive neuroscientistis thus juggling two theories, eachof which can fail in
various ways, making it difficult to interpret data and to assign credit or blame when
the data suggest a revision of the theories. Many researchershope that this double
difficulty of cognitive neurosciencewill be converted into an advantageas knowledge
advances. Computational and neural models, supported by behavioral and neurobiological data, should ultimately becomemutually constraining. Researchat one level of
analysis should strongly suggest or rule out possibilities at other levels. Arguments
over the merits of cognitively versus neurally inspired models aside, the prospect of
converging evidencefrom different levels of analysissuggeststhat all levels should be
pursued simultaneouslyand as cooperatively as possible in what Churchland (1986)
calls a coevolutionary researchstrategy. For some higher cognitive processes the
current problem is that not enough reliable knowledge is available at lower levels of
analysis to strongly constrain the higher levels, hampering the dynamic of coevolu
.
tionary research
The third problem for neuropsychology is specific to working with subjectswho
have suffered brain injury or have other kinds of neurological abnormalities. The
attempt to understand the workings of an extraordinarily complex system by observing
its behavior when parts of it have been capriciously damaged is obviously
fraught with difficulties. To begin with , the neuropsychologist faces the additional
burden of developing a theory of how the computational model of normal cognition
"
"
performs when it is lesioned and of mapping these cognitive lesions onto physical
lesions. The general empirical strategy in neuropsychology has been to show that
damage to a specific brain area selectively impairs some aspect of performanceand
sparesother aspects(which in turn may be impaired by damageto another brain area).
When brain injuries dissociatevarious aspectsof normal cognitive performancefrom
eachother, it becomespossibleto map the injured brain areasonto the componentsof
cognitive models that are responsiblefor the aspectsof performancethat are impaired
or spared. Even in caseswhere the dissociation is complete, however, the mappings
(Shallice 1988). For example, Churchland and
proposed are not logically necessary
" lesioned" connectionistnetworks can exhibit dissociated
that
1992
) argue
Sejnowski(
performance even though they do not consist of discrete modules that are interconnected
. One way this can happen
by pathways that carry different representations
is that, as the weights on hidden units are adjustedduring learning, units can come to
specializeon one or another aspect of the structure of a domain (e.g ., vowels vs.
consonants). If units with similar specializationsare physically clustered, they could be
selectively lesioned, causinga selectiveperformanceimpairment.
The problemswith interpreting neuropsychologicaldata are further complicatedby
other factors. Naturally occurring brain damage(typically causedby stroke, trauma to
the head, or infection) does not respectcomputationalcategories, and it is usually quite
diffuse, involving severalmajor areas. Localizedlesions are rare. When patients with
similar cognitive performanceare grouped together for purposesof study, the groups
are never homogeneous.The subjectsusually have a variety of lesionsof different sizes
and in somewhatdifferent locations. Even in a fairly homogeneousgroup, there might
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still be considerableindividual differencesin the organization of cortical maps(seethe
earlier discussionof topographical maps). Imaging techniquesused to identify brain
injury also have limitations. Computerizedtomography (CT), the most &equently used
brain scan, cannot image a lesion smaller than 1 to centimetersand does a poor job
in identifying subcortical damage. Another factor to consider is the cause of the
damage. Grouping patients with different types of injury is problematic. Head trauma
almost always producesdiffuse damage; tumors can produce electrical abnormalities;
and brain function can be affectedby related medicalconditions, suchas cynotic heart
disease
, which can slow down metabolic activity by depleting oxygen supply. Many
patients with brain damagealso take psychotropic drugs, such as the seizurepreventive
T egretol, yet the effectsof thesedrugs on cognitive functions are not well understood
. Finally, the patient's age at the time of the injury and his/ her time for recovery
(the interval between when the injury occurred and when testing took place) can be
important factors in performance. Taken together, theseconcernsconstitute a formidable
challengeto the neuropsychologist. No study of a group of brain- damagedpatients
ever controls for all the factors becausetoo many patients would be eliminated &om
the group.
One approach to this problem has been to avoid studies that involve groups of
patients and instead to make detailed casestudies of individuals with brain damage.
Case-history studieshave attempted either to prQvide a comprehensiveassessmentof
an individual' s cognitive functions (the approachpioneeredin the former Soviet Union
by Luria) or to analyze in detail a specific cognitive function (the British approach
). There are strong opinions on both
recently championedin this country by Caramazza
sidesabout the relative merits of group or casestudiesin neuropsychology(Caramazza
and McCloskey 1988).
As researchprogresses, the challengesof neuropsychology should be met by a
combination of improved techniques, suchas the useof high-resolution brain scansand
the expanding databaseof carefully studied subjects, and convergent data &om other
sources. One areawhere the value of converging evidencecan be seenis color vision
and cognition. Certain aspectsof color vision performance, such as color matching,
discrimination, and naming, have been very well characterizedin laboratory studies.
The underlying neurophysiology up to the primary visual cortex is also well understood
, and it fits together very well with the perceptual data. Although the basic
characterof the perceptualdata has been known for over one hundred years, the fit
with the physiological resultscamewith a fertile period of coevolution that beganwith
the development of modem neurophysiological methods, such as the techniquesfor
recording the responsesof single neurons. Given that we have a good handleon some
of the phenomenaof color perception and cognition and that we know a good deal
about how color is initially representedin the cortex, we have a good chanceof being
able to put neuropsychological observations about color to good theoretical use.
Davidoff (1991), for example, integrates a wide range of neurophysiologicaland perceptual
-cognitive data with findings concerning various impairmentsinvolving color,
such as the selective, total loss of color vision causedby cortical injury (acquired
achromatopsia) or the selectiveloss of the ability to name colors when other aspects
of color perception and cognition are intact (color anomia). As converging sourcesof
evidence accumulatein other areasof research
, neuropsychologicaldata will make a
clearercontribution to the overall scientific picture in those areasas well.
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Memory
Memory is a good illustration of the study of a cognitive faculty for which neither the
cognitive nor the neurobiological theory and data are as detailed or secureas they are
for color vision. The contemporary neuropsychologicalstudy of human memory began
with the study of HM , a patient who underwent a radical surgical procedure to
control his constant epileptic seizures. Medications had proved ineffective, and so the
'
the seizureactivity were removed (Scoville
parts of HM s brain that were producing
and Milner 1957). To everyone's surprise, when HM recoveredfrom surgery, he was
profoundly amnesicand could not rememberevents that occurred after the surgery.
HM had no trouble recalling events from his childhood or utilizing information that he
had learnedprior to the surgery. His short-term memory skills were normal. Therefore,
the surgery affected his ability to store or retrieve new long-term memories. HM has
a disorder called anterograde
amnesia
, the inability to recall events that occur after the
onset of the amnesia. (Retrograde
amnesiarefers to the loss of memory for events that
occurred prior to the amnesia.) For HM the amnesiais so profound that he cannot
remember what he was doing even a few minutes ago. He is forever stuck in the
"
, or as he himself describedit , Every day is alone in itself, whatever enjoyment
present
'I
'
ve had, and whatever sorrow I ve had. . . . It ' s like waking from a dream. I just don' t
remember" ( Milner, Corkin, and Teuber 1968, 216).
The caseof HM redirectedattention to the study of storageand retrieval processes
as well as different aspectsof long-term memory. As we discussedin chapter 3, HM
and other amnesicpatientslike him have difficulty with semanticand episodicmemory.
Semanticmemory refers to memory for facts, such as the meaning of a word or the
birth date of a grandson, and episodicmemory refersto recall of specificautobiographical events, suchasa boat trip last Fourth of July or yesterday's breakfast(Squire1987).
In our sketchof the cognitive architecturewe classifiedboth of thesekinds of memory
as declarative, the kind of memory that can be learned in just one trial or experience,
and can be voluntarily and consciously accessed
, usually through more than one
.
We
contrasted
declarative
sensory modality
memory with procedural memories,
which are built up over repeatedexposures, are manifestedby changesin performance
rather than by consciousrecollection, and are modality specific. Figure 7.16 presentsa
classificationschemefor types of memory.
As we pointed out in chapter 3, studiessuggestthat the proceduralmemory system
is intact for amnesicpatients. Milner (1965) was the Arst to demonstratethat HM could
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learn new skills by demonstrating his improved performanceon a mirror-tracing task
after daily practiceeven though eachtime he practiced, he had no recollection that he
had done the task before. Since this first study, improved learning has been demonstrated
for many other behavioral domains, including maze learning, hand- eye tracking
, mirror reading, the Tower of Hanoi problem, and jigsaw puzzles (Squire 1987).
One study also reported that amnesicpatients could be physiologically conditioned
using a paradigm in which they learned to blink their eyes when they heard a tone
( Weiskrantzand Warrington 1979).
HM and other amnesicpatients also show repetition priming effects on tasks such
as the word-stem completion test describedin chapter3. In this task the subjectis first
exposedto a list of words, such as MOTEL or ABSENCE. Later the subject seesa list
of word fragments, such as MOT _ , ABS_ , or CHE_ , and is askedto say the first
word that comesto mind that starts with the sameletters. At least ten different words
could be constructedfrom each fragment, and so by chancesubjectscould guessthe
primed word at most 10 percentof the time. Both amnesicsand controls perform well
above the guessingrate and show similar priming effects by responding with words
from the priming list about 60 to 70 percent of the time, even if they are discouraged
from memorizing the first list (Graf, Squire, and Mandler 1984). When the task is
converted into a standarddeclarativememory task by instructing subjectsto use the
word fragments as cuesto the recently presentedwords, amnesicsubjectsare unable
to makeuse of the cues. Suchpriming is temporary and disappearsif a delay, ranging
from severalhours to days, is imposedbefore showing the word fragments. Schacter
's
that
affects
that
are
not
of
hypothesis
priming
perceptualrepresentationsystems
part
the declarativememory system was discussedin chapter 3.
The marked differencein amnesicperformancebetween declarativeand procedural
memory tasksprovides strong support for consideringthesetwo types of knowledge
to be organized into different neurobiological systems. Squire (1987) has described
"
procedural memory as the mental history of accumulatedexperiences tied to and
expressible through activation of the particular processing structures engaged by
. It is acquiredand retained by virtue of the plasticity inherent in these
learning tasks
"
structures (p. 162). Suchlearning is hypothesizedto be containedin the specificneural
circuits that are used to complete the proceduraltask. Through repeateduse, structural
(e.g ., dendritic spines) and neurochemical(e.g ., calcium ion channels) changesoccur in
the neurons that facilitate the synaptic connections, producing a functional neural
circuit capableof computing the desiredbehavioral response.This learning mechanism
is hypothesized to be present in neural circuits throughout the CNS. The theory that
procedural learning involves local changes in the efficiency of neural circuits may
explain why proceduralmemory tends to be highly specific. For example, procedural
memoriestypically do not transferwell acrosssensorymodalities. A simple caseis the
priming paradigm just described. The priming effect is reduced when the initial presentation
of the prime words is auditory rather than visual. Declarative memories,
however, are organized, stored, and recalledtogether from many different sensorymodalities; for example, memoriesof a Fourth of July from childhood might be triggered
by the smell of cotton candy or by the sound of a familiar song from that time. To
consolidate the memory of a single event appearsto require a central structure that
functions to associateinformation from different sensorymodalities. Hippocampaland
amygdaloid structuresare thought to serve this function. This consolidation process
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must be contained in neuroanatomicalstructures that are physically separatefrom
those where the long-term memories are stored, since HM could recall declarative
information that was acquiredbefore the surgery.
Neural Model of a Memory System Severaldifferent brain structures have been implicated
in memory functioning. HM ' s hippocampus from both hemisphereswas
surgically removed, along with both amygdalae and parts of both temporal lobes.
Consequently, intense interest has focusedon the hippocampusand amygdala as the
site for long-term declarative memory consolidation (Amaral 1987). However, other
cortical regions also have been implicated in amnesia. Long-term alcoholism accom'
deficienciescan producea neurologicalsyndromecalledKorsakoffs
panledby thiamine
'
disease.Korsakoffs patients suffer from damageto the thalamus(dorsomedialand anterior
nuclei) and occasionallyto the mammillarybodies of the hypothalamus, although
researchersnow believe the thalamic damageis most likely to causethe memory loss
(Zola-Morgan and Squire 1985).
Mishkin and his colleagueshave proposed a model in which the medial temporal
(hippocampus and amygdala) and diencephalic (mammillary bodies and thalamus)
regions 'function together as a memory system (Mishkin and Appenzeller 1987).
Mishkin s model incorporates information not only about these structures but also
about brain regions that are connectedto them, such as the prefrontal cortex, basal
forebrain, and temporal and parietal structures (see figure 7.17). In his model each
region servesdifferent roles in the memory process. Sensoryinformation moves from
the primary sensory cortical regions to the associative cortex, where long-term
memories are stabilized by concurrent feedbackactivity from the hippocampusand
amygdala. This feedbackcircuit has two loops: an indirect route that passesfrom
diencephalic structures through the prefrontal cortex and then the basal forebrain
and another route that connectsmore directly through the basal forebrain. The prefrontal
cortex has been hypothesized to organize and associatebehavioral responses
basedon the current sensory input . The hippocampusand amygdala are thought to
function as a working memory system, to help consolidate new perceptions from
short- to long-term memory and also to assist in memory recall by associatingthe
many featuresof an episodic memory acrossdifferent sensory modalities. Damage to
any part of the systemwill disrupt functioning, but not to the samedegree. Theseideas
about the functional role of each region still remain tentative, but more systematic
study involving a broader sample of standardizedbehavioral tasks may help to sort
thesequestionsout.
Language
We have already been exploring the idea that different parts of the brain are specialized for particular cognitive functions. In 1861 two French physicians, Auburtin
(1825- 1893) and Broca (1824- 1880), describeda patient who had suffered speech
loss, a disorder also called an aphasia
, as the result of damageto part of the &ontallobe
(see figure 7.18). Broca eventually examined a total of twenty -three individuals who
had language disorders and concluded that in each casethe &ontal lobe of the left
was
hemispherehad been damaged. Further, he noticed that only speechproduction
called Broca's area, and
impaired; comprehensionremainedintact. Today this region is
'
.
patients who suffer speechloss &om damageto it have Brocas aphasia
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Figure 7.17
The flowchart and anatomical locations of a model for visual memory functions

'
Brocas aphasiapatientsare characterizedby slow and effortful speechin which each
word can require several secondsto produce and speechsounds are slurred or rearranged
. For example, Gardner(1974) reports this conversationwith a Broca's aphasia
patient:
I askedMr . Ford about his work before he enteredthe hospital.
.
'1'm a . . . .
II, . . . agaIn."
Slg no . .". man . . . uh, we
"
"
Let me help you, I interjected. You were a signal . . ."
"A
"
sign-nal man . . . right , Ford completedmy phrase
triumphantly.
'
. . . 1 see. Could you tell me, Mr . Ford, what you' ve beendoing in the hospitalr '
"
'
Yes, sure. Me go, er, uh, P. T. nine o cot, speech. . . two times . . . read. . . wr . . .
"
, er, rike, er, write . . . practice . . . get-ting better.
ripe
"
'
And have you been going home on weekendsr
'
er, er, no, er, Friday . . . Bar-ba-ra . . . wife . . . and, oh,
,
Why , yes . . . Thursdayer
car . . . drive . . . purnpike . . . you know . . . rest and . . . tee-vee." (Gardner 1974,
60- 61)
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'
About ten years after Brocas report, Wernicke describeda secondlanguagecenter
'
located in the temporal lobe. Whereas patients with Brocas aphasiatalk in' a slow,
deliberatemanner, using simple grammaticalstructures, those with Wernicke s aphasia
have poor speechcomprehension,and although speechis fluent, they often confusethe
soundsof words and mix up syllables to create neologisms(new words) or scramble
phrasestogether to produceword salad. Again, another example&om Gardner's book:
"
'What
brings you to the hospital1 , I askedthe 72 year old retired butcher four
weeksafter his admissionto the hospital.
'
'
"
I get caught up, I
, I m sweating, I m nervous, you know, once in a while
Boy
've done
'
a lot well, I
I
little
a
,
cant mention the tarripoi, a month ago, quite
I
I
mean
what
know
hand
, have to run
, you
impose a lot , while, one the other
" Gardner 1974 68
of
stuff.
that
sort
, )
around, look it over, trebbin and all
(
's
In addition, the writing skills of Wernicke aphasicsare usually impaired.
'
SinceWernickes time, neurologists and neuropsychologistshave continued a functionalist
approach to the study of neurolinguistics. The method involves a careful
examinationof the linguistic skills of brain- damagedpatients to correlate their speech
impairments with the site of their brain trauma. Goodglass and Kaplan (1972) have
produceda classificationsystem that is commonly used to analyzelinguistic functions.
This system includestwo types of comprehensiondisorders, visual and auditory, and
eight types of expressivedisorders, which cover areassuch as articulation, grammar,
fluency, and writing . Most aphasicpatients have impairment in many of these categories
, involving both expressive and receptive functions. Although many neuropsychologis
who study aphasiahope and expectthat somedayeachof thesefunctions
will be localizedto discreteanatomicallocations, so far this goal hasnot been reached.
'
One reasonmay be the extent of most patients brain damage. Aphasia is commonly
causedby strokes. The middle cerebralartery, a blood vesselin the brain that nourishes
, a diseasein which
theselanguageregions, is particularly susceptibleto arteriosclerosis
blood vesselsthicken and are weakenedwith age. When a blood vesselis occludedor
bursts, large portions of brain tissue die, typically producing a lesion that is not
localized to a specificfunctional area.
either that
Other explanationsfor the difficulty in localizing such functions may be
'
the brain does not organize linguistic processesby Goodglassand Kaplans categories
(Marshall 1986) or that suchfunctions are more broadly distributed and not localized.
In practice only about 60 percent of aphasic patients exhibit patterns of linguistic
.
impairment that fit into the current classificationschemes
-processingapproachto
information
an
has
research
adopted
Linguistic aphasiology
provide a much more detailed description of linguistic function (Capian 1987). Using
theoreticalconceptsderived &om linguistics and cognitive psychology, aphasiologists
have studied the impaired linguistic performance of aphasic patients to map their
deficits into subcomponentsof a language-processingsystem. Many interesting refinements
of linguistic theory have resulted &om this work. For example, severalstudies
have examinedthe role syntactic structuresplay in sentencecomprehension.Consider
:
thesethree sentences
(1)

The girl is chasingthe big dog.

(2)

The dog the girl is chasingis big .

(3)

The dog the girl is chasingis barking.
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Although sentences ( 1) and (2) convey the same meaning , the order of the nouns is
reversed in sentence (2 ), requiring the reader to use syntactic information to assign the
proper thematic roles to the dog and the girl to determine who is doing the chasing .
Syntactic information also is useful in sentence (3 ), although lexical -pragmatic information
can be used to detennine thematic roles since girls do not bark. When sentences
'
like these are given to Broca s aphasia patients , they have a very difficult time comprehending
sentence (2) but not ( 1) or (3 ), suggesting the presence of several different
systems involved in language comprehension (Caramazza and Zurif 1976 ). However
'
, Broca s aphasics are not completely impaired in their grammatical judgments .
'
Linebarger , Schwartz , and Saffran ( 1983 ) reported that Broca s aphasics who were
severely impaired in their syntactic comprehension were still able to make reasonably
good judgments about whether sentences were grammatically correct . This finding
suggests that grammatical systems must be broken down further into parsing operations
that determine constituency and a separate stage in which the sentence structure
created by the parser is interpreted .
The issue of localizing linguistic functions to particular brain regions is problematic .
Although considerable evidence suggests the principle of gross localization of major
linguistic functions , more elementary stages of linguistic processing appear to be distributed
and to vary between individuals . Some of the most problematic evidence
comes from studies conducted by Ojemann and his colleagues (Ojemann 1983 ), who
attempted to map speech zones during neurosurgery . Ojemann used a weak electrical
current to stimulate selected surface areas of the cortex while patients were engaged in
verbal tasks. During the procedure patients remained awake and alert because there are
no pain sensors on the surface of the brain . If their performance was disrupted , then the
site of the electrode indicated a speech zone. Their results supported the general
'
'
concept of Broca s and Wernicke s language zones; however , stimulation in both
regions had quite similar effects, disrupting both expressive and receptive functions . In
addition , the boundaries varied consider ably from one individual to another , and many
other regions outside of these zones also affected linguistic functions . Furthermore ,
many different tasks, such as phoneme perception (distinguishing ba from da) or copying
orofacial movements (such as sticking the tongue out ), could be disrupted from the
same site.
Other brain structures besides the cortex have often been overlooked when discussing
language functions . In 1866 Hughiings -Jackson ( 1932 ) was the first to suggest that
subcortical structures are important to normal language function . Recent studies have
demonstrated language disorders in patients with thalamic lesions (Ojemann 1975 ) and
'
in Parkinson s patients who have basal ganglia damage (Lieberman , Friedman , and
Feldman 1990 ). Together these data suggest that the language system is extremely
complex , involving many cortical and subcortical structures .

Left Brain/ Right Brain- CerebralDominance
A curious featureof the brain' s organization is that the symmetricalhalvesof the brain
respond to sensory input from the opposite or contralateral side of the body . The
somatosensorysystem is almost completely crossedso that the right half of the brain
controls the left side of the body and vice versa. The visual system is slightly more
complicated(seeRgure7.19), with the nasal(near the nose) portions of the visual ReId
crossing while the peripheral visual Reidsremain ipsilateral (samesided). Thus, if the
eyes are focused straight ahead, the left visual ReId is mapped onto the right visual
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Right visual field
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Figure 7.19
'
Central visual pathways. Ught from the left visual Aeld projects to the left eye s nasal and
.
temporal parts of the retina. These regions send optic Aben to the right cortical hemisphere
light from the right visual Aeld projects to the left cortical hemisphere.

'
eye s

cortex and vice versa. The auditory system also is contralaterally organized, although
ipsilateralprojections exist as well.
Another unusual feature is that one cerebral hemisphereis usually dominant for
a
particular behavioral functions. For example, the vast majority of people show righthanded
motor
manual
for
dominance
cerebral
left
,
hemisphere
preference suggesting
functions. Many other cognitive functions, suchas language, are also lateralizedto the
left hemisphere,although some, suchasvisual-spatialabilities, show a right hemisphere
preference(Bryden 1982). Why higher cognitive functions, such as language, should
lateralize to a dominant hemispherehas been the subject of intense speculationand
recentbiological investigation (Geschwindand Galaburda1984). One hypothesis suggests
that the two hemispheresare not as physically symmetricalas once thought and
that important anatomicaland cellular differencesmay be at the heart of certain functional
differences. For example, Geschwind and Levitsky (1968) have shown that a
, located in the temporal lobe near the primary
region known as the planum temporale
in the left hemispherefor about 80 percentof
is
7.20
see
corex
),
(
larger
auditory
figure
'
the brains examined, suggestinga possiblerole in the left hemispheres dominancefor
linguistic functions.
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has been used as a last resort
Split-Brain Studies Since the 1940s commissurotomy
treatment for some patients with intractable seizures. This is a rare neurosurgical
procedure in which the Abers of the corpus callosum that connect the two cerebral
hemispheresof the brain are cut. The surgery is thought to prevent the spreadingof
epileptic dischargefrom one hemisphereto the other, thus helping to control seizure
activity . Two groups of patients who have had commissurotomieshave beencarefully
studied, revealing important differencesin the way the two hemispheresfunction. The
California group consistsof about two dozen patients who underwent complete commissurotomiesin the 1960s. They were extensively examinedby Sperry and his colleagues
(Gazzaniga1970; Sperry 1968). During the 1970s a secondgroup of patients
underwent partial commissurotomiesat Dartmouth Medical School and were studied
by Gazzanigaand his colleagues(Gazzanigaand LeDoux 1978).
Study procedures took advantage of the fact that sensory systems are contralaterally
. If visual information was only briefly
organized for the two hemispheres
displayed to the left visual Aeld (so as to avoid eye movements that would shift the
Aeld of vision), or if objects were handled only by the left hand, the sensory information
would be conducted only to the right hemisphere. With the corpus callosum
severed, information from one hemispherecould not be transferredcortically to the
other hemisphere, providing the opportunity to directly examine the cognitive processing
capabilitiesof eachhemisphere.
In general, split-brain studiesconArmedthat the control of speechis localizedto the
left hemisphere(LH) for most people. For most subjectsthe LH was able to respond
verbally to questionsor other visual displays, whereasthe right hemisphere(RH) was
unable to do so. Gazzaniga(1983) reported that only three out of twenty -eight patients
from the Dartmouth group showed any evidenceof RH linguistic function, and
in all three casesevidence suggestedthe RH may have assumeda role in language
becauseof LH damageearly in life. According to Gazzaniga, only two patients in the
California group showedevidenceof RH languagefunction, although Zaidel disagreed
and claimed that as many as six patients had RH language(Zaidel 1983). Part of the
disagreementmay be due to differencesin how linguistic responsesare deAned. None
of the patients from the California group were able to write or speak with the RH.
However, severalwere able to complete somelinguistic comprehensiontaskswith the
RH, such as matching simple, concrete nouns spoken out loud with pictures selected
by the left hand or following oral commandsto makea Ast or raisethe left arm. Zaidel
also deviseda contact lens that would block one part of the visual Aeldso that patients
could visually examine objects for a longer period of time and still ensure that the
information was selectively processedonly by one hemisphere. Using this lens, Zaidel
extensively studied two patientsand reported a surprisingdegreeof linguistic comprehension
in the RH, roughly equivalent to a ten-year-old level, although comprehension
"
of complex sentences
, such as Before touching the red circle, pick up the green
"
square, was still compromised. More recently Gordon (1980) reported that if the LH
was occupied doing a task, the RH could respond to a verbal command, suggesting
that the LH may dominate and inhibit the RH from functioning linguistically (Smith
1966).
The split-brain studiesalso supported the notion of the RH as specializedforvisual spatial functions, although this conclusion is based on only a small selection of RH
. For most of the split-brain patients, the RH rarely respondedat all (Churchresponses
land 1986). When there were responses
, the RH was superior to the LH on such tasks
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asdrawing figures, analyzing part-whole relationshipsfor geometric shapes,and manipulating
spatial relationships.
Remarkably, none of these hemisphericdisconnection effects are seen in patients
who were born without a callosum. In very rare casesthe callosumfails to form during
fetal development, a condition known as callosalagenesis.The few studiesconducted
with these patients have shown both hemispheresable to processverbal and spatial
tasks( Ettlinger et al. 1972; Saul and Sperry 1968). Although most split-brain patients
cannot respond verbally to pictures shown to the RH, even though their left hand
can select the correct objects, callosal agenesispatients have no such difficulty . The
nervous systemsof the callosal agenesispatients may have compensatedduring development
for the lack of a corpus callosum, recruiting subcortical connections to
.
communicatebetween hemispheres
Hand PreferenceAbout 90 percent of people prefer to use their right hand when they
write, eat, or need to use one hand to perform other skilled activities. Becausesome
people are comfortable using more than one hand for different unimanual tasks, researchers
now treat hand preference as a continuous variable, with some people
to one side and others more nearly ambidextrous. To measurean
lateralized
strongly '
individual s hand preference, questionnaireshave been constructedto samplehand use
on a variety of tasks. Suchtests produce scoresthat representan averageperformance,
called a laterality quotient. When Oldfield (1971) surveyed 1,000 undergraduatesat
the University of Edinburgh, he found that students who preferred to use their right
hand did so quite consistently, whereasthose who preferredthe left hand tended to be
more ambidextrous. This finding suggestedthat right -handednessis the norm, and
those who are not right -handedvary to differing degreesfrom that normal condition.
Severalneurobiological explanationsof handednesshave been proposed, but none
. Recent studies have demonstratedseveral anahas received widespread acceptance
tomical asymmetriesassociatedwith hand preference( Kolb and Whishaw 1990). On
measuresof cerebralblood flow , and relative sizesof left-right cortical regions, suchas
the width of frontal or occipital lobes, up to 60 percent of the right -handersgenerally
show strong lateralization, whereasleft-handersshow the opposite asymmetry or no
differences. The functional significanceof these facts, however, is hard to explain.
Behavioralstudiesof left- and right -handerssuggestthat left-handershave more bilateral
representationof function (Springer and Deutsch 1989). For example, a procedure
known as the Wada test is often used with patients who are about to undergo neurosurgery
to determinewhich half of the cortex controls speechproduction. In the Wada
procedureone hemisphereis temporarily anesthetizedby an injection of sodium amo
barbital into the carotid artery that provides the blood supply to that hemisphere.
Studies of hundreds of patients have shown that 96 percent of right -handers have
.
speechlateralizedto the left hemisphereand 4 percent to the right . However, only 70
percent of left handershave speechlateralizedto the left hemisphere;of the others, 15
percent have speech lateralized to the right and 15 percent have bilateral speech
representation(Rasmussenand Milner 1977). One might then concludethat the structural
asymmetriesare behind thesefunctional differences, but a careful examination of
individuals suggeststhat is not case. At present no one has produced a convincing
explanation to account for the significanceof the structural differences.
A new hypothesis was proposed by Geschwind and Galaburda(1987), suggesting
, immune
a hormonal theory to account for the association among left-handedness
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disorders , and learning disabilities . In one study , 500 strongly lateralized left -handers
were compared to 900 strongly lateralized right -handers by questionnaire . Compared
to right - handers, results showed that left -handers had about two and a half times the
incidence of migraine headaches, thyroid conditions , and immune disorders particularly
'
involving the gastrointestinal tract , such as celiac disease, Crohn s disease, or ulcerative
colitis . Left - handers also had ten times the rate of developmental disorders , includingd
'
}! slexia, stuttering , language disorders , hyperactivity , autism, and T ourette s syndrome
. A second study with another 1,400 subjects replicated these results. Noticing
that these disorders occur more frequently in men and that the male hormone , testosterone , is known to affect the developing nervous system in nonhuman species,
Geschwind and Galaburda proposed that exposure to higher concentrations of testos terone slows the growth of the left hemisphere and affects the immune system during
fetal development , producing immune malfunctions and disrupting cortical organization
to affect handedness and cognitive development .
For example , microscopic studies of the brains of a small sample of dyslexics
have shown a cortical symmetry between the left and right regions of the planum
temporale (see figure 7.20 ), an area thought to be involved in language processing,
whereas in normal readers this region is larger in the left hemisphere 76 to 84
percent of the time (Galaburda , Rosen, and Shennan 1989 ). In dyslexics the planum
also has high concentrations of ectopias and dysplasias, abnormalities produced
'
by the neural migration errors described above . Geschwind and Galaburda s hormone
hypothesis suggests that the dyslexic left hemisphere is smaller and contains structural
abnormalities because of exposure to high concentrations of testosterone during fetal
development .
A single mechanism that could account for so many different neural conditions is
appealing ; however , two recent pieces of evidence have weakened this hypothesis .
First , studies of neural development in animals have shown that cortical asymmetry

Syl
fiss

Planum

Planum
temporale

Figure7.20
Differences
in the anatomyof the two hemispheres
canbe foundin the temporallobe. As seenin the left
. This differenceis relatedto the size
figure, the Sylvianfissurerisesmoresteeplyin the right hemisphere
of the planumtemporale
, whichis locatedalong the surfaceof the Sylvianfissure(exposedin the right
. (FromKolb andWhishaw
figure). The planumis largerin the left hemisphere
, 1990.)
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develops as a result of synaptic reduction and cell death in the smaller hemisphere
(Sherman, Rosen, and Galaburda 1989), suggesting that the hypothesis that testosterone inhibits left hemisphere development to produce abnormally symmetrical
hemispheresis probably wrong . Apparently the normal hemisphericasymmetry is
producedby neural reduction in the right hemisphererather than greater cell proliferation
in the left, and so symmetry is the result of more cells and synaptic connections
remaining intact in the right hemisphere. It remainsto be seenwhether these results
also hold true for humans, sinceneural cell death during human developmentmay not
be as extensive as animal studies would suggest (Huttenlocher 1990). Second, the
higher incidence of some developmental disorders in males has recently been questioned
. For example, severalresearchers(DeFries 1990; Finucci and Childs 1981) have
suggestedthat boys are overrepresentedin the dyslexic population becauseof sampling
bias. If gender differencesin some of these disorders turn out to be culturally
definedand not biologically based, then the testosteronehypothesis would have to be
modified or abandoned.
7.5 ComputationalNeuroscience
is a new term usedfor the study of the biological implementation
Computationalneuroscience
of information processes. This researchapproach is an attempt to relate psychological
models of behavior to neurobiological functions. Constructing computer
models, which can mathematicallydefine and simulate the computational components
of neural systems, is an important part of this approach and a necessaryadjunct to
neurobiological experimentation. Sejnowski, Koch, and Churchland (1988) cite three
reasons. First, a computer model can capture complex interactions among neural components
.
, making the analysis of complex, nonlinear brain functions more accessible
Second, model simulations can provide novel explanations for complex behaviors.
'
Simulations often suggest new experiments that could then test the model s predictions
. Third , computer models can provide a vehicle for conducting simulated experiments
that cannot be performed in vivo .
At a recent symposiumon computationalneuroscience(Schwartz1990), many questions
were raised about the enterprise: Can researchon simple invertebrate nervous
systemsbe generalizedto more complex mammalianbrains? Can the neural basis of
of the brain, or must
cognition best be understood by a study of the logical functions
"
"
computational models also be designed with the neural hardware in mind? What
spatialand temporal scalesshould be usedin computationalmodels should modeling
work focus at the synaptic neuronal level, or should cell assembliesand cortical mapping schemesbe studied? All points of view are representedin the neuroscienH6c
. However
community, and it is prematureto predict which efforts will be most successful
, some general guiding principles have emerged. First, known neurobiological
principles are the standardagainst which model simulations must measuretheir success
. Otherwise, neuroscientistsare engineering designs of their own, as computer
scientistswould design an intelligent machine, not discovering how the brain functions
"
"
; computational neuroscienceis the study of natural intelligence, not artificial
intelligence. Second, models can be realistic and incorporate as much biological detail
as possibleor can be simplified, providing a conceptualframework for study of algorithmic
solutions. Both approaches have merit.
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ConnectionistModels
At present classical symbolic models cannot be reduced to neurobiological terms. We
saw in chapters 2 and 3 that many connectionist models also have been developed to
account for cognitive phenomena without any detailed assumptions about the underlying
neural architecture . Smolensky ( 1988 ) and others have argued that connectionist
models concern a subsymbolic , or microstructural , level of analysis that is lower than
that of classical symbolic models but still above and in many respects autonomous
from the physiological level of analysis . Nevertheless , connectionists have deliberately
attempted to incorporate what is sometimes called brain-style processing into their
models . Connectionist models are sometimes called artificial neural networks, suggesting
that the processing units are analogous to neurons or cell assemblies in the brain .
Connectionist models have in fact been rapidly assimilated into the neuroscience community
(Gluck and Rumelhart 1990 ; Grossberg 1988; Hanson and Olson 1990; Nadel
et al. 1989; Schwartz 1990 ).
Some neuroscientists (Crick, 1989 ; Shepherd, 1990a) have argued that current con nectionist designs make many unrealistic assumptions , and they have encouraged
network modelers to develop systems that incorporate more features of real neural
architecture . On the one hand , some connectionist models have characteristics for
which there is no neuroscientmc evidence . The backpropagation learning algorithm ,
for example , requires that each forward path through a network be paired with a
backward path along which error signals can be sent. In the model it is easy to imagine
sending the error signals back along the very lines that carry activation forward
through the net , but nerve fibers are not bidirectional , and there is currently no
evidence for the precisely matched forward and backward paths that the model requires
(Crick 1989; Zipser and Rumelhart 1990 ). On the other hand , there is ample
evidence for the computational relevance of many features of real neural networks that
are often not incorporated into model networks . For example , real neurons generate
streams of action potentials , which have both a frequency and a phase, whereas the
units in many network models generate simple numerical values, which lack phase
information . Real neural networks contain multiple neurotransmitters and many distinct
morphological types of neurons. Most artificial networks do not incorporate
these distinctions . The net input to a unit in a typical connectionist model is a weighted
sum of its inputs . In real neural networks there is evidence for microcircuits within
dendritic trees that compute complex , nonlinear functions rather than simple summations . This finding supports an approach that takes the synapse, rather than the neuron ,
to be the basic unit of neural computation (Shepherd 1990a). Currently , network
models vary widely in neural realism. The connectionist models discussed in this book
fall at the abstract end of the spectrum .
In spite of attempts to make them more neurobiologically realistic , models always
fail to incorporate some relevant details of actual neural networks and rest on some
assumptions that are not fully supported by evidence . Limitations on neural realism
are partly a matter of the need for better empirical information and partly a matter of
the difficulties of simulating models on computers . A more important factor , however ,
is the belief that in some cases a simple model will yield greater scientific insight than
a more complex one because it shows clearly how some features of the brain contribute
to a particular function . In the quest to understand the brain at the physiological
level of analysis, the key issue concerning any particular type of model is whether it
succeeds in giving us insights into neural computation .
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Abstract connectionist models are in fact yielding insights into brain function.
Zipser (1990), for example, trained a connectionist network to compute the correct
the
spatial direction of an object using the pattern of activation on the retina and
an
because
function
this
must
compute
position of the eyes as inputs. Visual systems
the
retina
of
different
onto
an
parts
object at a particular position in spacecasts image
dependingon the direction of gaze. The true direction of the object must be recovered
by combining information about retinal position with information about eye position.
The backpropagationalgorithm was used to train a network consisting of input units
that encoded retinal and eye position, a layer of hidden units, and output units that
encodedtrue spatialdirection. The input representationswere designedon the basisof
evidenceabout the actual inputs to the visual cortex. Following training, the response
characteristicsof the hidden units in the model closely resembledthe electrophysiological behavior of parietal neurons recorded in macaquemonkeys. These neurons
were suspectedof being involved in computing visual location (Zipser and Andersen
1988). This result demonstratedthat the position computation canbe acquiredthrough
arise
experience,and it showed how neuronswith particular responsepropertiesmight
of
the
backpropagationare
biological plausibility
during learning. Issuesconcerning
because
this
research
in
any learning
less important than they might initially appear
algorithm that minimizes error in weight space(see chapter 2) will yield the same
result. Although the model is extremely simple and unrealistic in some respects, its
very simplicity makes for a stronger scientmc result. Zipser was able to determine
exactly which characteristicsof the model produced hidden units with the desired
esusing similar
. Severalother researchershave reported success
responsecharacteristics
.
1988
and
1989
)
and
Robinson
; Lehky
Sejnowski
approaches (Anastasio
of
the
use
is
research
this
of
feature
A potentially powerful
learning algorithms to
.
neural
internal
about
representationsExperimentaltechniquesfor
develop hypotheses
of
the
patterns activation among large sets of neuronsare
recording and interpreting
to
be
developed and are still a long way from providing detailed
only just beginning
information about representationalstates. It is difficult, therefore, to construct a representational
theory directly from neurobiological data. If data is availableon input and
, however, a model with hidden units can be simulated, and the
output representations
representationsdevelopedby the hidden units can be studied to develop hypotheses
about what to look for in the brain.
The vision of cooperative interaction among levels of researchmay be coming
closer to realization. Empirical results in neurobiology can guide the construction of
network models, and the results of model simulations can be used to guide further
researchon the brain.
Readings
Suggested
.
The Brain (Thompson 1994) provides a very readableintroduction to neuroscience
neuro
and
basic
about
information
of
sources
are
neuroanatomy
There
many good
Neuroanatomy( Nautaand Feirtag 1986) and SynapticOrganization
physiology : Fundamental
Brain
the
(Shepherd1990b) are among the best. In The ComputationalBrain
of
and
land
Church
Sejnowski (1992) provide a connectionist approachto computational
neurosciencethat includes detailed discussionsof many neuroscientiSc details. The
Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat and Other Clinical Tales(Sacks1985) is adelightful
introduction to clinical neuropsychology. Fundamentals
of Human Neuropsychology
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